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Dear guests, 
We would like to warmly welcome you to the Liebherr booth 
at Conexpo-Con/Agg 2020. We are delighted to have the op-
portunity to meet our visitors in Las Vegas at the largest con-
struction machinery trade show in North America.

2020 marks a significant year for Liebherr as we celebrate 
our 50 year anniversary in the United States. We would like to 
take this opportunity to thank our customers, business part-
ners and our employees for their loyalty. During the past five 
decades, we have established close relationships in the US, 
which are defined by trust and fairness. We have strived to 
provide groundbreaking products and services that help our 
customers set new standards in their industries. And starting 
from modest beginnings, we have established a tradition of 
being a stable, reliable employer.

When we opened for business in the United States in Octo-
ber 1970, there was no world wide web, social media or smart 
phones. Today, the world is at a very different stage – and so 
is Liebherr. We manufacture products and provide sales and 
service through five separate companies at 14 US locations. 
We employ a diverse group of people with roles in engineer-
ing, manufacturing, sales, service and distribution. And this 
year, we are proud to open a new $60 million headquarters, 
workshop and warehouse facilities for our new mixed-sales 
and service company, Liebherr USA, Co. This is evidence of 
our long-term vision and commitment to the US market.

Our success story in the US is the background to this year’s 
theme “50 Years United By Success.” And it is also one of the 
driving forces behind our current and future achievements. 

At Conexpo-Con/Agg 2020, we have more than 30  exhibits 
on display. We invite you to experience our latest innovations 
and achievements in construction machinery, material han-
dling and components. Gain fascinating insight into the vari-
ous trends currently shaping our industries. Take a bold look 
at the future in an in-depth interview to discover alternative 
drive systems. We also offer firsthand insights into how our 
latest product innovations come about. This includes the 
chance to learn about our Generation 8 crawler excavators 
and our mobile cranes, which offer completely new levels of 
performance. 

As we continue to look toward the future, one idea in particu-
lar is influencing every product area: digitalization. Liebherr’s 
intelligent assistance systems and INTUSI, our innovative con-
trol technology that combines user interfaces with machine 
intelligence, are ushering in a new era of machine control and 
communication. 

At Liebherr, we believe that sharing information and ideas with 
customers, partners, machine operators and industry insiders 
plays a crucial role in helping us to shape the future together.

We therefore hope you enjoy reading and have an exciting  visit to Conexpo-Con/Agg.

Dr. h.c. Dipl.-Kfm. Isolde Liebherr            Dr. h.c. Dipl.-Ing. (ETH) Willi Liebherr
Presidial Committee of the Liebherr-International AG Administrative Board

The family shareholders active in the Group (from left to right): Jan Liebherr, Stéfanie Wohlfarth, Sophie Albrecht, 
Philipp Liebherr, Patricia Ruef, Johanna Platt, Isolde Liebherr and Willi Liebherr
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From mountains to valleys and forests to fields, Liebherr machines 
 operate worldwide in every type of environment. Here’s a look at some 
recent US projects.

East Coast to Hawaii

Lifting in paradise
Oahu, Hawaii: For an extended job on 
hilly terrain, Buckner HeavyLift Cranes 
chose a Liebherr LR 11000 crawler 
crane to help build a wind turbine proj-
ect. A total of eight new turbines that 
are part of a renewable energy project 
on the island’s north shore, are being 
installed here. The LR 11000 is lifting 
110-US-ton (100-metric-ton) motor 
casings and drive trains to a height of 
345 ft (105 m). Equipped with 99 US-
tons (90 metric tons) of central ballast 
and 275 US-tons (250 metric tons) of 
slewing ballast, the crane can be used 
without a derrick, which is an import-
ant consideration for this job. 



Digging in the City of Angels
Los Angeles, California: In the City 
of Angels, the LB 24 drilling rig digs 
through even the hardest ground 
layers with its powerful engine. The 
machine has built-in parallel kinemat-
ics and highly robust leaders to keep it 
stable and provide a large operational 
radius.



Smooth and quick  
Bozeman, Montana: At the touch of a 
button, the boom of the 41 M5 XXT 
truck-mounted concrete pump surges 
to life, sending a work crew into action 
to smooth and finish footing for a new 
building. Alliance Concrete Pumping 
says Liebherr quality and strength 
made the 41 M5 XXT the best choice 
regardless of the job’s size. Today, it’s 
a relatively small job of placing about 
70 yd3 (64 m3) of concrete. 



Improving access to the sky
Kansas City, Missouri: Nearly ten 
Liebherr earthmoving machines were 
in use simultaneously at Kansas City 
International Airport where Genesis 
Environmental Solutions is handling 
two projects that are part of a $1.6 
billion new airport terminal job. The 
company is handling preliminary con-
struction activities for the new airport 
terminal and excavation for the new 
fuel lines that will service aircraft. A 
look around the site shows a variety 
of jobs to do and materials to handle. 
There’s everything from piles of dirt, 
and mounds of concrete rubble to 
move and new pipes waiting to be 
placed underground. 



On top of the Big Apple
New York City, New York: Three 
 Liebherr tower cranes help to com-
plete the Museum of Modern Art 
Tower, which is one of the city’s 
tallest buildings at 1,050 ft (320 m). 
A 710 HC-L started the project and 
climbed to a height of 430 ft (131 m). 
On a platform about 328 ft (100 m) 
high the first crane assembled another 
710 HC-L. Finally, the second crane 
assembled a 542 HC-L on the build-
ing’s 63rd story. Teamwork between 
Tower Crane Solutions, our dealer 
Morrow and building contractor Sor-
bara Construction made the project a 
success.
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Components

The exhibits at a glance
In the South Hall 4 at booth #84231, Liebherr Components 
brings large-scale technology to life with its tailor-made com-
ponents. Among others on display is the in-line diesel engine 
D976, currently Liebherr’s biggest and most powerful in-line 
engine with a displacement of 1,098 in3 (18 l) and a power 
range from 469 to 843 hp (350 to 620 kW) in its standard 
version. Further exhibits are hydraulic pumps and motors, 

like the  hydraulic double motor DMVA D 165-165, the hydrau-
lic pump DPVG 140, as well as size 85 of the series 20 of 
the  LH30VO medium pressure pump. Also on display are the 
upgraded bearings portfolio with the super-size seamless 
slewing bearings of up to 31 ft (9.5 m), as well as the new 
LPI series planetary gearboxes.

Discover more:
www.liebherr.com/conexpo

Tower Cranes
125 K Fast-erecting crane
340 EC-B
Fibre rope

Wheel Loaders
L 538
L 550 LMD
L 566 XPower
L 586 XPower

Crawler Tractors, 
Crawler Loader  
and Pipe Layer
PR 736
PR 756
LR 626
RL 66

Deep Foundation  
Machines
Hammer H 15 L
HS 8200
LB 45
LRB 355.1

Concrete Technology
THS 110 DK 4F

Crawler Excavators
R 926
R 938
R 976 HD

Material Handling
LH 30 M
LH 60 M

Mobile Cranes
LTM 1650-8.1
LTM 1120-4.1
LTM 1110-5.1
LTM 1230-5.1
LRT 1100-2.1

Crawler Cranes
LR 1300.1
LR 1800-1.0

Mobile Excavators
A 920
A 922 Rail

Construction machinery

The exhibits at a glance
Liebherr will present more than 30 exhibits at Conexpo-Con/Agg 2020 that highlight 
our latest earthmoving, cranes and component products, technologies and innovations. 
The main display area in the Festival lot at booth #F5258 will showcase construction 
equipment, including hydraulic excavators, wheel loaders, crawler loaders and dozers. 

Our largest exhibit at the outdoor booth is the LR 1800-1.0. It’s a crawler crane with a 
maximum load capacity of 880 US-tons (800 metric tons). With a maximum hoist height 
of 656 ft (200 m), the LR 1800-1.0 can reach just a bit higher than the Palazzo, the 
tallest hotel in Las Vegas. This area will also feature our material handlers, mobile and 
crawler cranes, tower cranes and concrete pumps. 

Axial piston pumps 
and motors

Diesel  engine Gearboxes

Slewing 
bearing
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Alternative drive systems – What’s next?
Where are we heading in terms of drive system technologies? Can electric engines knock diesel off its perch? 
Or are there other energy sources that are in contention? And how prepared is Liebherr for this? We look at the 
evidence with Dipl.-Ing (TU) Klaus Graner, Managing Director and Head of Drive System Technology at Liebherr- 
Components Biberach GmbH.

Mr. Graner, how long has Liebherr 
been involved with alternative 
drive concepts and which of them 
have been used in real-life appli-
cations? 
K. Graner: Essentially, Liebherr has 
been heavily involved in developing al-
ternative drive concepts since the com-
pany was founded. With the invention 
of the tower crane in 1949, the firm’s 
founder, Dr E.h. Hans Liebherr, came 
to the conclusion that it was better to 
produce certain parts of the drive tech-
nology in-house, as he was dissatisfied 
with what was available on the market. 
Thus, Liebherr has been developing 
and building electric machines and 
control boxes for its tower cranes in 
Biberach since the 1950s. 

As such, we have gained experience, 
particularly in electrical drive concepts, 
throughout the course of our history. 
Just as it did in the past, this helps us 
develop new drive concepts like die-
sel-electric systems for mining trucks. 
Liebherr has been producing complete 
mining trucks with this drivetrain for ap-
proximately ten years. 

What applications and machines 
are the drive concepts best suited 
for? 
K. Graner: This is not just a question 
about technology but more of an eco-
nomic calculation, which is why diesel 
engines and hydraulic systems dom-
inate the construction machine cat-
egory. They benefit from high power 
density and being low on weight and 
on costs. When a business looks at 
investing in a construction machine, 
there are two key performance criteria: 
how many tons the machine can shift 
per hour and the costs per ton. This  

allows it to calculate when the return on 
investment will be reached and the ma-
chine starts making money. 

What does this mean for electric 
drivetrains? 
K. Graner: An electric drivetrain is more 
efficient than hydraulic solutions – with 
90% and 70% efficiency respectively – 
and also achieves significant savings 
in energy consumption. However, it is 
much more expensive to procure. For  
example, compared with a diesel- 
hydraulic system, it takes many operat-
ing hours to recoup the additional costs 
of using a diesel-electric system, due 
to the reduced fuel consumption. With 
construction machines, which operate 

up to 2,000 (but often only about 1,000) 
hours per year, this process obviously 
takes significantly longer than with ma-
chines such as mining vehicles, which 
operate for 5,000 hours or more. 

When it comes to shifting heavy 
and super-heavy loads, the diesel 
engine has ruled the category 
since the beginning of mobility. 
What level do you think alternative 
drive systems are currently at? 
K. Graner: First things first: diesel is, 
and will continue to be, the standard 
for mobile construction machines for 
a long time. The fuel has an extreme-
ly high energy density, meaning that 
mobile machines can operate for up to 

“We have gained experience, particularly 
in electrical drive concepts, throughout the 
course of our history.”
Dipl.-Ing. (TU) Klaus Graner

24 hours on a reasonably-sized tank of 
fuel. In addition, modern exhaust sys-
tems complying with increasingly strict 
European norms mean that emissions 
of pollution have continually fallen. 
Construction machine operators know 
exactly how important this can be. It 
remains to be seen whether hydrogen 
or synthetic fuels can replace diesel 
and take combustion technology to 

the next level in terms of CO2 neutrali-
ty. Because of their heavy weight, large 
volume and the high cost of batteries, 
I think purely electric transmissions are 
some way off being able to replace die-
sel completely.

What do you think about diesel 
electric engines? Can they exploit 
the advantages in both technolo-
gies? 
K. Graner: The benefits of diesel-elec-
tric transmissions are most obvious 
when it comes to high power appli-
cations and when dealing with very 
long operating times. Electrical power 
conversion has a 90% efficiency ratio –  
20% higher than mechanical-hydrau-
lic solutions. This affects energy con-
sumption which in turn impacts CO2 
emissions. Our analysis suggests that 
in the current circumstances it only 
makes economical sense to use diesel- 
electric engines starting at around 
5,000 operating hours per year, as is 
the case predominantly in the mining 
segment. In the case of smaller ma-
chines, it could be interesting in the fu-
ture if, like in the car industry, there are 
legal targets and restrictions relating to 

CO2 emissions for individual machines, 
or for whole fleets or motor parks. 

How real a possibility do you think 
it is that legislators will create 
rules of this kind? 
K. Graner: It would be naive to think 
that governments would only hold the 
car industry accountable for protecting 
the environment and forget all about 

construction machines. Nevertheless, 
nobody knows whether these types 
of regulations are coming, and if so, 
when. We are therefore continuously 
developing alternative drive technolo-
gies so that we will be well prepared 
when it does happen, and can offer our 
customers immediate solutions. 

How close are we to emission-free 
construction sites? 
K. Graner: Because fossil fuels still 
account for a large portion of overall 
energy consumption today, discus-
sions about emission-free construc-
tion sites tend to be restricted to “local 
zero” emissions. To achieve truly CO2 
neutral construction sites on a glob-
al level, they would obviously need to 
be powered by renewable energy; in 
other words, it would take an energy 
revolution. We are developing suitable 
technologies and components for fully 
electrical construction machine drive-
trains. However, it will be up to poli-
cy-makers, not developers or financial-
ly driven machine operators, to decide 
whether we can at least achieve local 
zero emissions on construction sites in 
inner-urban areas. The additional costs 

entailed will only be paid when local 
zero emissions are enforced by law or 
regulations. Then, it will depend on the 
nature of the project whether to use 
batteries for energy storage or to phys-
ically “plug in” machines. In the case of 
lengthier, more difficult applications, we 
would hit physical limits pretty quickly. 

Can you give us an example? 
K. Graner: Take, for example, a pure-
ly electric 68 PS (50 kW) wheel loader, 
designed to work continuously for four 
hours in the morning on an inner-urban 
construction site, and which is then re-
charged during the midday break so it 
can work for another four hours in the 
afternoon. The average power con-
sumption at the drive shaft of an elec-
tric engine doing lighter work like this is 
about 12 kWh. Over a four-hour period, 
this is equal to 50 kWh of energy. A bat-
tery with this effective energy content 
would weigh about 1,102 lb (500  kg), 
have a volume of 66 liq. gal. (250 l) and 
cost around 30,000 euros. For jobs 
that are significantly more intensive and 
time-consuming than the one I have 
just described (for example, on large-
scale earthmoving construction sites or 
in the mining industry), it seems more 
realistic and efficient to use combustion 
engines powered by hydrogen or syn-
thetic fuels, both of which would ideally 
be produced in a climate-neutral way in 
the future. 

What kind of battery innovation 
do you think has the greatest 
potential? 
K. Graner: The experts assume that 
the prevailing lithium-ion technology 
will continue to dominate the next 15 
years. During that time, energy density 
may improve somewhat, but it is pret-
ty unlikely that there will be a quantum 
leap forwards. 

Time is of the essence when it 
comes to climate change and the 
consequences for the environ-
ment, the economy and society. 
Are there any quick solutions? 
How long do you estimate it 

“It would be naive to think that 
 governments would only hold the car 
industry accountable for protecting 
the environment and forget all about 
 construction machines.”
Dipl.-Ing. (TU) Klaus Graner
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will take to develop alternative 
engines from the inception of the 
idea to being ready for mass pro-
duction? 
K. Graner: Technologically, we have 
already made a lot of progress on the 
electric drivetrain. Now it’s a matter of 
making it more compact with higher- 
rpm electrical machines, so that these 
drivetrains can be fitted on construc-
tion machines with sufficient ease. We 
estimate that it will take from three to 
five years to reach batch production. 
However, solutions involving battery- 
powered or plugin construction ma-
chines will only help prevent climate 
change if the power is generated from 
renewable sources. 

How do you do that? 
K. Graner: We are in close communica-
tion with customers inside and outside 
the Group throughout the development 
process. They know their work sectors 
and available budgets better than any-
one else. When we execute ideas, we 
combine the experience and expecta-
tions of our customers with the know-
how and testing and checking infra-
structure of the Liebherr Components 
division. When creating innovations, it 
is helpful that we can sometimes adopt 
solutions from other projects and adapt 
them to fit our needs. This saves on 
time and costs. 

How are the efficiency and per-
formance of alternative engines 
affected by being in challenging 
environments such as quarries 
and mines? 
K. Graner: For some years, we have 
gained important experience from 
the fact that our diesel-electric en-
gines are used in mining vehicles. As 
a result, it has become clear that we 
can achieve greater efficiency on up-
ward slopes with more electrification. 
In some mines, these ramps stretch 
over more than three miles (five kilo-
meters) and span a height differential 
of up to 1,640  ft (500 m) at a 10% in-
cline. For current diesel-electric mining 
vehicles, this means driving for around 

25 minutes at full power. This accounts 
for about 90% of total fuel consump-
tion. Since we have already had cases 
where machines operate for very long 
periods over exactly the same routes, 
we are already working with customers 
(for example, in Austria and Panama) to 
electrify the routes completely by using 
overhead lines and current collectors 
on our diesel-electric mining trucks. 

Although this is possible in a min-
ing setting, it would be far more 
difficult on temporary construc-
tion sites where the machines are 
constantly working in different 
areas. How mobile do you think 
electrification will be? 
K. Graner: It is conceivable that there 
will be construction machines that drive 
to their work location using combusti-
ble fuel and then do their work there 
without requiring the mobility of a wheel 
loader, for example. This would enable 
them to be supplied with energy using 
a power outlet. One example of this 
would be a crawler excavator digging 
a hole with only a small deployment 
radius. This already happens with tun-
nel excavators, to prevent tunnel tubes 
from being filled with exhaust fumes. It 
would also be conceivable to use a ca-
ble connection to the power grid on a 
construction site, for example, for mo-
bile cranes, concrete pumps or con-
crete mixers. As I mentioned before, for 
lower power requirements, electrical 

machines with a suitable battery would 
be just as mobile as conventional ma-
chines on construction sites.

Let’s think ahead: what drive con-
cepts will be important in the fu-
ture, and what are you doing today 
in order to make them a reality? 
K. Graner: There is a lot of potential in 
an electronic drivetrain for a stepless 
power transmission. For intensive mo-
bile heavy-duty applications, the same 
goes for using diesel engines built to 
the latest worldwide standards as the 
vehicle’s primary energy source, and, 
further into the future, for combustion 
engines powered by hydrogen or syn-
thetic fuels. If we are able to successful-
ly derive these alternative fuels from re-
newable energies so they are produced 
in a CO

2-neutral way, it will be a big step 
forwards in terms of sustainability. 

When will that happen? 
K. Graner: It is difficult to predict, but it 
will definitely take more than 20 years 
before we reach the final step. But I 
am convinced that humanity will, and 
indeed must succeed in this regard. 
That much we owe to the generations 
to come. In any case, Liebherr is ready 
to contribute to a better future with its 
technologies and innovations. Of that, I 
am totally sure.

Discover more:
www.liebherr.com/stories

Alternative drive systems

All things new
After five years of development, Liebherr recently ushered in a new era for crawler excavators. The 8th genera-
tion of this heavy-duty machine is a technological revolution both in terms of the machinery and the production 
process.

The wedding cake, wedding bells and the festive music may 
be conspicuous by their absence, but the wedding is still a 
very special one. On a Thursday afternoon in February in 
Colmar, France, the undercarriage and uppercarriage of an 
R 922 formed a lifelong union, and the 60,000th crawler ex-
cavator made by this historic Liebherr production plant was 
almost ready to roll off the line.

However, those present were concentrating far too hard, and 
were too tense to even contemplate popping a champagne 
cork. The day was not just the celebration of a special model. 
It was also the birthday of the new assembly line for the 8th 
generation of crawler excavators. A lot of the processes and 
hand movements were still unfamiliar and demanded total 
concentration from their operators. In any case, a camera-
man is on hand to record this doubly historic moment.

Liebherr invested five million euros in the new production 
equipment, with three assembly lines running alongside each 
other. You can see straight away which line belongs to the 
older model celebrating its anniversary.

“We wanted to take a big step forward and really modernize  
Liebherr’s crawler excavators.”
Thomas Haas

Thomas Haas, Head of Product Management 

All things new
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All things new

Discover more:
www.liebherr.com/stories

been possible. “As a result, we have been able to create dif-
ferent modular platforms really quickly and efficiently, and 
this has enabled us to have uniform structures in production 
and a package of components for the various models.

The close collaboration has also helped us massively in-
crease the machinery’s digging power, the undercarriage’s 
traction, and the swing torque of the uppercarriage, as well 
as ensure that they complement each other perfectly,” ex-
plained Haas. “This helps us achieve a much higher level of 
performance on the construction site.” 

Another example is the 8th generation’s new control block, 
which can be rearranged in sandwich construction to suit 
all emissions stages, and which can be custom-fitted for all 
markets. “At the heart of the control block are the innovative 
electronics that control the hydraulics. Besides performance, 
another important consideration when developing this inno-
vation was to lay the foundation for the continuing digitization 
of all our machines. Liebherr is well prepared for the con-
struction site 4.0.”

However, the 8th generation looks very handy on a ‘con-
ventional’ construction site as well. “We redesigned and en-
larged access to the uppercarriage and platform to increase 
safety during maintenance. You can now climb onto it from 

the side,” said Haas. The new service concept for the new 
crawler excavator is particularly user-friendly as all mainte-
nance points can be accessed from ground level. For optimal 
control, the machine monitors its engine oil, hydraulic oil, and 
fuel and DEF fluid levels, which are also displayed in the op-
erator’s cabin.

When the machine is operating, the standard rear and side 
view cameras and the optional SkyView 360° camera sys-
tem provide the operator with panoramic views. The halogen 
headlights have been completely replaced with LED tech-
nology, providing better lighting over longer periods and re-
ducing energy consumption. In addition, assistance systems 
help the driver recognize obstacles and people, providing a 
warning if needed and helping to prevent collisions.

However, there’s still some way to go before the R 922 can 
travel from its celebratory launch in Colmar to work on a con-
struction site. The special royal blue crawler excavator was 
part of a roadshow in 2019, showing “customers throughout 
Europe what the 8th generation is made of,” Haas said.

A real team effort: product management, development, production, procurement and sales have been in constant dialogue with each other

A special union: the undercarriage and uppercarriage of the 60,000th crawler excavator are mounted

“It’s all brand-new,” said Florent Arjaux, head of engineering 
process management. “The assembly stands, the pneumat-
ically controlled transport rails, material procurement and lo-
gistics and digital process management.” And you can’t miss 
it: the generous space and well-designed, ergonomic work-
station stand out by a mile. It’s abundantly clear that a new 
kind of production philosophy is at work here. “We wanted 
to take a big step forward and really modernize Liebherr’s 
crawler excavators,” said Thomas Haas, head of product 
management at Liebherr-France. The 8th generation is a to-
tally new type of crawler excavator designed for earthmoving 
and for quarry work. Since it is built around a platform base 
with a range of modular options, Liebherr needed an equally 
flexible and dynamic assembly process.

While the 60,000th crawler excavator enjoys a quiet cele-
bration, it’s all about the new 8th generation. The develop-
ers have promised more power, greater productivity and in-
creased safety, as well as maximum comfort for the operator 
and maintenance staff.

During its introduction phase, the 8th generation will con-
sist of seven models ranging from 24 to 48 US-tons (22 to 
44  metric tons). The R 922 and R 924 have engines that 
comply with Stage V emissions and have been developed 
for countries with strict emissions regulations. The other five 
models, the R 926, R 930, R 934, R 938 and R 945, have a 
range of engines that suit countries with both strict and less 
stringent regulations. 

“It’s always about customer focus for us. We can signifi-
cantly increase the models’ profitability with more powerful 
engines for shorter load cycles, heavier ballast weights for 
higher bucket capacities and reduced fuel consumption,” 
said Haas.

“Our philosophy is market to market,” explains Haas, with 
regard to Liebherr’s development ethos. During the five year 
development process, product management, development, 
production and sales were in constant dialogue with one 
 another.

There was also plenty of exchange happening within the 
departments themselves – particularly the components di-
vision. “In fact, by working together with colleagues from 
Biberach, Lindau and Bulle, we were able to adapt the new 
components to match our requirements very precisely,” said 
Arjaux. With off-the-peg components, that would not have 

“At the heart of the control 
block are the innovative 
electronics that control the  
hydraulics.”
Thomas Haas
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Totally digital

Networking, data analysis, visualization and automation. The construction machines of the future move in a 
digitized world.

Data transmission, central data management and analysis 
are areas of current relevance on the digital construction site. 
Performance and operational analysis immediately show 
trends, irregularities or bottlenecks in real time. This ability 
to react and work faster is the competitive advantage of the 
future.

For Liebherr as a manufacturer of construction machinery, 
the target is thus clearly set. The digital integration of the ma-
chines is continuously improved. Work optimization, quality 
control, cost efficiency and safety for man and machine are 
paramount.

One world is not enough
Future-oriented technologies such as Augmented Reality 
and Virtual Reality are gaining ground in the industry 4.0. The 
use of AR and VR solutions has potential to strongly change 
the way we work. Using advanced realities, we project digital 
images and data on real objects. Required data will be put 
into context and we will be able to process information more 
easily.

VR
The latest example is the Crane Planner 2.0, an intelligent soft-
ware for planning demanding lifting assignments. All working 
steps from lifting to setting down the load can be simulated 
in virtual 3D space using VR glasses. A completely new spa-
tial understanding of the jobsite and the technical inter de-
pendencies can be achieved. The feasibility of the complete 
project is checked in advance, during the planning stage. The 
advantages are obvious. In addition to saving time and costs, 
safety standards are redefined. 

AR 
Augmented Reality can also be experienced live at the 
 Liebherr booth at Conexpo – Con/Agg 2020. AR means the 
expansion of reality – a real world enriched with additional 
digital information. An everyday example is rear-view cameras 
which are now standard on cars. In principle, complex tasks 
should be simplified or additional information should be avail-
able in real time. People will understand more quickly and, 
above all, more easily. 

Big data 
The construction industry is subject to enormous requirements. Increasingly complex 
building projects have to be completed in ever shorter times. Construction machines, 
as an integral part of every construction site, must keep pace with this development, 
and Liebherr construction machinery aims to do just that. Real-time data from the 
machine on the construction site is of central importance for all parties involved. 

The machine operator always has everything under control. In the case of com-
plex applications, for example in deep foundation work, any critical situation can be 
responded to at an early stage. Longer downtimes are a thing of the past. 

The service engineer can plan assignments perfectly. Automatic notifications of 
service intervals leave no room for contingencies. 

The fleet manager never loses track of the big picture. With the help of real-time 
data the answers are always available to questions such as: on which jobsite are 
the various machines located? Are there any additional requirements on a jobsite? 
Is fuel consumption or operating time at average levels? 

For the construction company the process data as well as the machine data are 
essential. The depth of the borehole, quality and quantity of the concrete filling or 
perhaps the ground pressure, to name but a few examples, must be accurately 
measured. This allows for 100% jobsite documentation and reduces liability risks. 

Liebherr IT tools are instruments for quality control. Furthermore, they significantly 
contribute to the improvement of safety and in the end decisively optimize the pro-
cesses on the jobsite.

Totally digital

Work plan:
Machines and configurations | Tools and equipment | Work plan 

Surroundings and digital drilling plan  

Crane Planner 2.0
Import of 3D data and jobsite planning

PDR2
Analysis and optimization

LiSIM®

Real-time simulation

PDE®

Online display  
and recording

LiDAT®

Real-time information

LIPOS®

Assistance systems

Work plan 

  Work plan | Machine data | Process data 

  O
ptim

ization

Totally digital

Experience technology live  
@ Conexpo-Con/Agg 2020

Visit our technology pavilion in the 
Liebherr outdoor area and let worlds 
merge with our augmented and virtual 
reality solutions.

Further applications and numerous 
digital solutions can be experienced 
live at the Liebherr booth. 
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Following in giant footsteps Following in giant footsteps

Following in giant footsteps 
Eight axles, a 13-US-ton (12-metric-ton) axle load and 177- and 263-ft (54- and 80-m) telescopic booms. After three 
and a half years of development in Ehingen, Germany, a new innovative and powerful eight axle mobile crane 
emerged. Here’s how the pioneering innovations became reality. 

Ehingen-made innovations are the 
source of constant amazement, even if 
they have been an open secret for in-
dustry insiders for some time. “Given 
their size, it’s tough to keep new large 
crane models under wraps before they 

make their world  premiere,” says Josef 
Schick, Head of Technical Testing at 
the Liebherr plant in Ehingen. If you visit 
the factory of the world’s leading man-
ufacturer of mobile and crawler cranes, 
this is the first thing you’ll notice as you 

approach the plant. A whole host of 
huge yellow and grey lattice and boom 
shapes can easily be seen stretching 
across the sky. They seem to beckon 
to onlookers, saying: “Look here. This is 
the future of crane technology!”

As Schick recalls, the nosy parkers 
from the technology blogs did not need 
a second invitation. Since last year, 
they have repeatedly been spotted on 
the factory premises, trying to sneak 
a glimpse from afar of the latest giant 

of a mobile crane from Liebherr. Those 
in the know have long suspected what 
Liebherr’s engineering and develop-
ment department was up to – namely, 
a new eight-axle mobile crane with an 
unprecedented amount of power. 

After three and a half years of develop-
ment in Ehingen, Germany, a new in-
novative and powerful eight axle mobile 
crane emerged. Here’s how the pioneer-
ing innovations became reality. It is ear-
marked to succeed the LTM 1500-8.1  
which has sold 600 units and is the 
best-selling large crane of all time. 
“Those are giant boots to fill,” says Bernd  
Boos, Head of Construction at Liebherr 
in Ehingen. 
 
Three and a half years ago, the de-
velopment and testing team of Bernd 
Boos, Josef Schick and other lead 
developers launched this ambitious 
project. “Our goal was to achieve 

 maximum  performance on eight axles, 
with optimum flexibility and some no-
table increases in load-carrying perfor-
mance compared to its predecessor,” 
says Boos, summing up the size of the 
challenge facing the constructors. To 
achieve this as quickly, efficiently and 
reliably as possible, Liebherr employed 
“simultaneous engineering” right from 
the start. This meant integrating ev-
eryone involved in the development 
process as comprehensively and ear-
ly as possible. “Everyone who needed 
to be involved in the project was there 
from the beginning,” says Boos, “from 
product management to purchasing, 
sales, construction, testing and quali-
ty control.” Depending on what stage 
the project was at, the size of the team 
would vary from five to 100 Liebherr 
experts. 

“Every step in the project was exciting. 
Each one brought new challenges and 
called for genuinely innovative solu-
tions,” says Boos. “In a project like this, 
theory and practice go hand in hand. 
As engineers, there were times when 
we had to don the blue overalls and 
work gloves to experience aspects of 
the construction work and any assem-
bly hitches ‘live’ on the crane itself,” he 

says, before adding with a wink: “And 
I’m sure I grew a few grey hairs in the 
process.”

Both this attention to detail, and the 
elegant streaks of grey have obvious ly 
paid off: the LTM 1650-8.1 will be made 
into a complete series with some pio-
neering new technology. The proto type 
constructed in Munich drives with a 
26,500-lb (12-metric-ton) axle load in-
cluding its telescopic boom and front 
outrigger. The rear support unit plus 
sliding outrigger posts can be attached 
using a throw and quick-release cou-
plings. The whole process only takes 

20 minutes. For simpler tasks, accord-
ing to Schick, the crane’s basic hard-
ware can be set up in about an hour 
without the need for an auxiliary crane. 

The LTM  1650-8.1 has a modular de-
sign. Customers can choose between 
177-ft and 262-ft (54-m and 80-m) 
versions. If they need both sizes, it’s 
a simple matter of swapping the tele-
scopic part 3 and pulley head with the 
telescopic parts 3 and 5. This gives the 
crane more flexibility in terms of the 
tasks it can perform. In addition, the 
crane also boasts between 15 and 20% 
more load- carrying power –  depending 

Both teams worked very closely with Bernd Boos (left)  
and Josef Schick (right) right from the start

“Given their size, it’s tough to  
keep new large crane models under  
wraps before they make their world  
premiere.”
Josef Schick 
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on whether or not the setup has an 
 anchored telescopic boom. 

The various lattice jibs showcase a high 
level of engineering expertise in crane 
construction. “Our goal was maximum 
efficiency for a variety of different ap-
plications,” explains Boos. The tele-
scopic boom – regardless of which 
size is  being used – plus a fixed lattice 
jib ranging from about 20 ft to 200 ft 
(6 to 62 m) – can be extended quickly 
and easily. In addition, the luffing lat-
tice jibs offer maximum height reach, 
load-bearing and performance over 
their length of approximately 70  ft to 
300 ft (21 to 91 m). 

One of Boos’ and Schick’s tasks was 
to constantly sound out the proto-
types of the mobile crane on the fac-
tory premises. With 687 hp (505 kW) 
and 2,330  ft  lb of torque (3,160  Nm), 
the eight-cylinder  Liebherr diesel engine 
easily powers the huge eight-axle vehi-
cle. “The engine meets Stage V emis-
sions standards and can be adapted to 
meet the standards of countries outside 
 Europe, e.g. Tier 4f in the USA or Stage 
IIIA for Low-Regulated Countries,” says 
Schick. 

ZF’s “Traxon Torque” 12-gear transmis-
sion provides agile handling and out-
standing manoeuvrability, as does the 
fact that all eight axles can be steered. 
“The torque converter allows the vehicle 
to taxi and approach adeptly,”  explains 
Josef Schick before doing a couple of 
extra loops. The mechanically steered 
axles 1-4 and electro-hydraulically 

steered axles 5-8 enable five different 
steering modes to be used. The “All-
Wheel Drive” mode allows the crane 
to achieve the tightest turns whilst the 
“Crab Steering” mode even allows it to 
move sideways. “Maximum driving per-
formance and mobility is a must on the 
construction site,” says Schick. Drive 

settings now include an ECO mode 
alongside the existing power mode. 
This saves fuel by reducing engine revs 
whilst also minimising noise.

Bernd Boos and Josef Schick park 
the mobile crane back in the testing 
hall and contemplate their handiwork. 
One thing they can definitely agree on: 
“The excellent collaboration with oth-
er  Liebherr divisions has contributed 
greatly to this achievement. We are in 
a position to make better products be-
cause we can adapt our components 
to meet the requirements of the crane 
perfectly, ra ther than buying all of them 
off the peg,” says Boos. 

Nevertheless, after its worldwide prem-
iere at Bauma the Liebherr developers 
will not be resting on their laurels. “Now 
it’s full steam ahead as we’ve got a 
whole series to test,” says Schick, full 
of anticipation. In fact, there’s always 
another mobile crane in the pipeline. 
“We’ve got some really exciting ideas 
for our 120-US-ton (100-metric-ton) 
class,” Boos confides. “There’s never a 
dull moment here.” We’re sure the nosy 
parkers from the blogs will be glad to 
hear it.

“Our goal was to achieve maximum  
performance on eight axles, with optimum 
flexibility and some notable increases in 
load-carrying performance compared to  
its predecessor.”
Bernd Boos 

Following in giant footsteps
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Watching innovation unfold

Watching innovation unfold
For decades, Liebherr-Mischtechnik has played a decisive role in shaping the fields of concrete mixing plants and 
truck mixers around the world. The concrete experts based in Bad Schussenried, Germany are setting new standards 
both with the new 42 M5 XXT truck-mounted concrete pump and the factory’s modern manufacturing processes.

All products manufactured by Liebherr- 
Mischtechnik are rigorously test-
ed in the factory’s nearly 11,000 ft2 
(1,000  m2) test center. In addition to 
testing truck mixers, mixing plants and 
concrete pumps, mixing tests are also 
carried out here. The test center offers 
plenty of space for technicians and en-
gineers to easily connect multiple large 
machines to the testing equipment 
 simultaneously.

However, things suddenly get crowd-
ed – much too crowded. Foreman Mar-
tin Dobberstein focuses his gaze on 
the hydraulic connector on the 5-piece 
multi-folding mast attached to the 
brand new 42 M5 XXT truck-mounted 
concrete pump. Martin needs to use 
a particularly delicate touch as he ex-
tends the mast using the remote con-
trol. It’s not easy to extend the 138-ft 

(42-m) long mast even in this generous-
ly proportioned space. With a little ma-
neuvering, Martin manages to position 
all the hydraulic parts so they are easily 
within reach.

Dobberstein has only worked in the test 
center for a short time. He previously 
spent 18 years working at the Liebherr 
concrete pump plant about 40 miles 
(60 kilometers) away in Neu-Ulm. Pro-
duction capacity there was no longer 
sufficient to meet demand, so Liebherr 
moved operations to Bad Schussen-
ried in 2018. The company has been 
manufacturing products there for the 
concrete industry for 65 years. 

“We’re adopting completely new man-
ufacturing methods,” explains Thomas 
Simon, Liebherr Production and Logis-
tics Planning Project Engineer. He was 

responsible for conceptualizing the 
new production line. “The truck-mount-
ed concrete pump paves the way for a 
whole host of new possibilities in terms 
of both the quality of the product and 
manufacturing methods,” he says. 

The new pump production facility mea-
sures nearly 400 ft by 105 ft (120 m by 
32 m), offering an impressive 43,000 ft2 
(4,000 m2) of floor space. “The pro-
duction line has been designed to 
conform with the latest industry stan-
dards. The components are pre-as-
sembled in parallel according to the 
fishbone principle, the one-piece flow 
concept and final assembly,” explains 
Thomas. He worked closely with Dob-
berstein during the development and 
implementation process. An addition-
al covered space measuring roughly 
21,500 ft2 (2,000 m2) connects the new 

Thomas Simon (left), Liebherr Production and Logistics Planning Project Engineer and Martin Dobberstein (right),  
Foreman at the concrete pumps plant worked closely together to develop the new production facility

A stand-out feature of the new 42 M5 XXT truck-mounted  
concrete pump: the new drive unit for the pump system

 production areas and provides further 
options for the logistics function.

Modern industrial production as exem-
plified at Bad Schussenried would not 
be possible today without sophisticat-
ed logistics solutions. The new logis-
tics center takes up nearly 54,000  ft2 
(5,000  m2) of space and supplies the 
pump production, truck mixer and 
plant engineering facilities with materi-
als, while providing maximum flexibility 
and agility on the production lines.

“This takes machinery production to a 
whole new level,” Martin says. “Clearly 
structured, clean, safe and incredibly 
efficient – this is a perfect fit for us and 
our new leading-edge product.” The 
42  M5 XXT truck-mounted concrete 
pump went on sale to the public for the 
first time at Bauma 2019. 

“The 42 M5 XXT complements our me-
dium range product class.” says Klaus 
Eckert, Head of Marketing at Liebherr- 
Mischtechnik GmbH. “It is compact 
on the road, with a wide reach on the 
 construction site, while its low unfolding 

height, outstanding slip characteristics 
and great maneuverability also make 
working inside buildings even easier.” 
And it retains the usual hallmarks of 
 Liebherr products, such as a quiet and 
powerful motor. The developers are 
particularly proud of the new drive unit 
for the pump system. 

“It’s a genuine highlight,” says Klaus. 
This is the first time it has been possi-
ble to integrate all hydraulic switching 
and measuring elements into the drive 
unit. This removes the need for numer-
ous hydraulic hoses and many other 
components. Another new feature is 
Liebherr’s highly efficient, semi-closed 
oil circuit, which powerfully and reliably 
supplies all the drives with hydraulic en-
ergy. Liebherr’s indestructible XXT sup-
port is another practical feature. Even 
on construction sites where there is lit-
tle room to maneuver, the 42 M5 XXT 
can be safely set up in a stable position.

Finally, Liebherr’s XXA monitoring 
system actively assists the opera-
tor during this process, ensuring that 
the multi-folding mast can be easily 

 extended with a high degree of pre-
cision to allow the concrete to flow 
 perfectly.
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Come and join the revolution! Come and join the revolution!

“Making the complex simple” is the mantra guiding the work of the researchers and developers from Liebherr 
and the scientists from the Technical University (TU) of Dresden. And this ethos has produced INTUSI, a new 
piece of control technology that combines an intelligent user interface with sophisticated machine intelligence. 
It marks a revolution in machine communication for construction and material handling machines.

Come and join the revolution!

There’s something a little Matrix-like 
about the room when Florian Mang un-
bolts the hall door and a narrow strip of 
light pierces the darkness. At the back 
of the room, the light falls on a control 
panel with an anthracite-colored driv-
er’s seat and control levers covered 
with rings of LEDs. Is it sci-fi? Mang 
dismisses that idea with a wave of the 
hand. “Then again, perhaps it is,” he 
adds. “This is the construction machine 
of the future.” 

Mang is a development engineer at 
Liebherr-Hydraulikbagger GmbH in 
Kirchdorf an der Iller, Germany. Here, 
in hall 18 at the development and ex-
hibition centre of the excavator and 
earthmoving manufacturer, the final 
preparations are underway to unveil a 
prototype with the potential to usher in 
a technological revolution – the innova-
tive, adaptive INTUSI concept.  Liebherr 
debuted the intuitive user interface at 
the Bauma 2019 trade fair. This tech-
nology stands to completely revolutio-
nise communication with construction 
machines and inter- machine communi-
cation.

Werner Seifried, director of technology 
at Liebherr-Hydraulikbagger GmbH, 
looks happy to see the young scien-
tists. For two years, he and his team 
worked closely with the faculty at TU 
Dresden to realize INTUSI’s ambitious 
aims. As well as the technical design 

faculty, the endowed chair of construc-
tion machines and the Gesellschaft für 
Technische Visualistik – a data visual-
ization company spun out of the com-
puter science faculty – have also been 
involved in the interdisciplinary project. 

“The goal of the new technology was 
to create a pioneering interface for 
machine operators that would be just 
as easy to use and well organized as 

 Liebherr’s existing products,” Seifried 
explains the purpose behind the re-
search. And as if this wasn’t enough 
of a challenge, the idea was that the 
new technology would function across 
all  Liebherr’s earthmoving and material 
handling machines in the future.

“The project is being driven by digita-
lization and the increasing importance 
of the Internet of Things,” says Seifried. 
“Change will inevitably come to the 
construction site. Thanks to the  INTUSI 
project, we will be well prepared for 
it and the challenges it entails,” says 
 Seifried, well aware that it’s completely 
uncharted waters for the construction 
site. “At the moment, paperwork is usu-
ally dealt with on site in quite a chaot-
ic way. There’s not much in the way of 
digital networking. Quite the contrary 
is true; a lot is still done on an ad hoc 
basis so that it’s possible to react to 
constantly changing circumstances on 
the ground, such as when the subsoil 
turns out to be different than initially 
 assumed.” 

A construction site, explains Seifried, 
is one of the most challenging environ-
ments for man and machine. “That’s 
why it’s such an interesting and pio-
neering venture to create digital control 
systems that can make a difference.” 
 INTUSI is a trailblazer in this respect.

“The project is being driven by   
digitization and the increasing  
importance of the internet of things.”
Werner Seifried 

“In our research projects with  Liebherr, 
we have analysed and reimagined com-
munications between man and ma-
chines, and inter-machine communica-
tion,” explains Professor Krzywinski. To 
achieve this, Liebherr engineers from 
Kirchdorf have developed a huge range 
of ideas and concepts alongside soft-
ware specialists, system architects, 
media designers, UX specialists and 
industrial designers. 

“We intentionally didn’t bring in any 
professional users for the initial brain-
storming phase. They only came later,” 
Mang stresses. It was important not to 
let the objection, “But we’ve never done 
anything like this before,” get in the 
way of a genuinely free and innovative 
process. Werner Seifried believes that 
out-of-the-box thinking is key when it 
comes to creating real innovation. “The 
young digital natives at Dresden Univer-
sity should be able to think up, down, 
sideways and back to front. Nothing is 
off limits,” explains Werner Seifried. “In 
our project, disruption wasn’t just al-
lowed, we actively encouraged it in our 
researchers and developers.”

And the result is INTUSI. The interface 
creates a completely new interface be-
tween the digital and analogue worlds. 
“The fact that different types of machine 
need different user interfaces should 

now be a thing of the past,” says Florian 
Mang. “INTUSI works everywhere, us-
ing the same patterns and principles.” 

The developers have created an intui-
tive system for machine operators that 
collates all the necessary information 
for the tasks at hand to make day-to-
day work that bit simpler and easi-
er. “The smaller machines like wheel 
loaders, excavators and crawler trac-
tors often have a variety of different 
tasks to perform during the day,” says 
 Florian Mang, highlighting the scale of 
the challenge. He explains how in the 

past there has been a proliferation of 
assistance systems bringing more and 
more operating systems and displays 
into the cabin area. “At some point, no-
body will be able to tell what’s what,” 
he explains. With  INTUSI, Liebherr have 
come up with a modular solution that 
allows any number of additional func-
tions or tools for a range of different 
mobile or load-bearing applications to 

be added to the interface. “It’s a real 
one-size-fits-all kind of machine,” says 
Mang in summary. 

He mentions another benefit that should 
be music to the ears of cost-conscious 
machine operators: “INTUSI allows you 
to stay up to date at all times without 
investing in additional hardware. The 
machine can be constantly  upgraded 
 simply by updating the software,” Sei-
fried adds. “Even new assistance sys-
tems that become available to the mar-
ket in a few years can be integrated into 
the new interface.” 

No doubt they will be bringing a bit of 
that science fiction factor from hall 18 
with them to Conexpo 2020. “We will 
record and evaluate our clients” first 
impressions and thoughts, which will 
directly inform our product specifica-
tions. First, we will create a range of 
models. Then the revolution can begin.”

“We intentionally didn’t bring in any pro-
fessional users for the initial  brainstorming 
phase. They only came later.” 
Florian Mang

Discover INTUSI live  
@ Conexpo-Con/Agg 2020

In the technology pavilion a short video 
will introduce you about Liebherr’s 
innovative and adaptive operating 
concept called INTUSI:

Come and join the revolution!

Discover more:
www.liebherr.com/stories
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Helvetica Neue LT Std 65 Medium 8ptMyLiebherr – A portal for your online services

MyLiebherr combines the following  
product areas in one portal:
  Construction machines 
- Earthmoving 
- Deep foundation 
- Tower cranes 
- Concrete technology

  Mining
  Mobile and crawler cranes
  Material handling technology
  Maritime cranes

www.myliebherr.com

A glance at the past,  
a glimpse of the futureCustomers, service partners and Liebherr employees can access an extensive range of online services provided 

by the Liebherr Group via the MyLiebherr platform. Various additions and new features are also in the pipeline.

Wouldn’t it be great if you could find a replacement part with a simple click of the mouse or quickly download a machine man-
ual you need to your device? With MyLiebherr you can. The platform was developed to give Liebherr customers 24/7 access 
to information and services relating to products they have purchased, whether construction machinery, mining equipment, 
mobile and crawler cranes, material handling technology or maritime cranes. The developers’ prime focus was to ensure that 
the platform provided a wide range of user-friendly features and an uncluttered and flexible user interface. 

Register and get started
The full functionality of the platform can be used once the registration process 
has been completed and the business relationship with a Liebherr service partner 
has been confirmed. Once the user has logged on to the system using the Single-
Sign-On process, a wide range of online features can be accessed. These features 
already include a comprehensive replacement parts catalogue and a quick and 
convenient way to contact your respective Liebherr service partner. In this way, 
customers can coordinate the maintenance and size of their machinery fleet wher-
ever they happen to be in the world. Depending on whether the feature is support-
ed by your service partner, the system is also able to tell you if the part you require 
is available and when you can expect to have it delivered.

More of everything
Liebherr is continuously developing its online portal in order to provide an optimum 
user experience. A Replacement Parts Shop interface is in the pipeline, which will 
provide an order processing system that will be almost entirely automated. This 
is particularly relevant for users who would like to save money when purchasing 
essential materials such as Liebherr replacement parts and operating supplies and 
accessories, while also guaranteeing supply. In the crane section, online configu-
ration tools allow quick selection of the right crane for a specific application. 

A one-stop shop
Liebherr intends to gradually integrate existing applications into MyLiebherr so that 
the system can develop into a centralized personal portal for the whole Liebherr 
Group. This will include the data transfer and tracking system LiDAT, which en-
ables customers to manage and monitor their machinery and vehicle fleets. LiDAT 
also provides localization information relating to machine operation. This includes 
information such as machine position, operating and usage times, fuel consump-
tion and service interval information. Instead of having to switch between the 
 MyLiebherr portal and the LiDAT platform, there will be just one convenient access 
point, which can be accessed from anywhere.

Further development of the MyLiebherr  
online portal

The advantages of MyLiebherr  
at a glance:

  Individual management of machines

  Communicate easily with your 
Liebherr service partner around the 
clock.

  Online access to the constantly 
updated spare part documentation 
of your machine

  Direct and convenient order option 
with the Liebherr service partner

  Display of price and availability by 
your service partner 

MyLiebherr
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50 years of Liebherr in the USA

1949
Hans Liebherr: Pioneering entrepreneur and visionary 

During the reconstruction of Germany after the Second 
World War, inventive talent and creative skills are called 
for. Hans  Liebherr quickly recognizes the need for tools 
and machinery for the building industry and domestic con-
struction. In 1949, he develops the mobile tower crane, 
which can be simply erected on-site, thereby enabling 
quick and low cost construction. The TK10 lays the cor-
nerstone for the Group as it is known today and represents 
the start of a sustainable success story.

1950 – 1956
Turning ideas into reality

Think for yourself, do it yourself, finance yourself – the Hans 
Liebherr approach. The founder’s instinct for success-
ful products and market diversification proved extremely 
effective. Within only a few years, new products such as 
gear hobbing machines, the first hydraulic excavator in Eu-
rope, refrigerators, concrete mixers and a wide selection of 
cranes are added to the product lineup and new factories 
within Germany are established to manufacture them.

1958
An eye for opportunity

As early as 1958 Hans Liebherr ventures outside Germany 
and commissions the first factory abroad. To gain a foothold 
in the British and North American market, the company builds 
a production site in Killarney, Ireland. The same year the first 
company outside Europe is founded in South Africa. Liebherr 
expands and establishes additional business units around the 
world to ensure close proximity to customers and the ability to 
respond quickly to the demands of each market.

1970
Expansion in North America

Liebherr’s expansion in North America follows the same pat-
tern to its success in Europe. Liebherr-America, Inc. begins 
in 1970 with the construction of two 300,000 ft2 (27,871 m2) 
production facilities and an office building in Newport News, 
Virginia.

1984
Diversifying the product lineup 

Throughout the 1980s, Liebherr establishes additional 
US business units in new locations. These units include 
maritime cranes, mining equipment, concrete technology, 
components and aerospace.

1986
Gear Technology & Automation Systems  

At the Liebherr plant in Saline, Michigan, gear cutting ma-
chines and turnkey automation systems are produced for 
customers in the USA, Canada and Mexico. Service and 
spare parts supply for gear cutting machines and automa-
tion  systems are also located here. 

1989
Lifting the aerospace industry 

From humble beginnings as a repair center for military air-
craft,  Liebherr’s Aerospace company is now a leading global 
supplier in the design, development, production and service 
of flight control and landing gear systems, gears, gearboxes 
and electronics. The systems are on business, commercial 
and military aircraft. With a staff of 265 and 1,500 repairs a 
month,  Liebherr’s Saline, Michigan service center is the larg-
est  civil aircraft repair center within the global Liebherr Aero-
space service network. Anyone who takes a commercial flight 
anywhere in the world has a 55 percent chance of being on a 
plane with  Liebherr equipment.

1990s
Liebherr Mining Newport News  

In early 1999, Liebherr buys a Kansas truck maker and be-
gan producing mining trucks in Newport News. The design 
and manufacturing facilities at this location are converted to 
produce Liebherr’s range of diesel electric mining trucks de-
signed to handle payloads of up to 400 US-tons (363 metric 
tons). Design, engineering and partial assembly of the gigan-
tic trucks takes place in Newport News. Assembly is complet-
ed on location. The largest product in the range, the T 284 
has a gross vehicle weight of 661 US-tons (600 metric tons).

© Bombardier

1971
Liebherr-America Inc.

Liebherr in America opens for business in a different world. 
The average price of a new car is about $3,500 and filling it 
up with a gallon of gas costs 36 cents. Liebherr enters the US 
market that decade with a product lineup of hydraulic exca-
vators, bulldozers, tower slewing and special purpose cranes.

1972 
Product development and manufacturing 

Multiple prototypes and specialty products are developed, 
produced and manufactured at Liebherr Newport News, in-
cluding: the first series of hydraulic excavators, the R 945, the 
R 925, the largest line of excavators, the R 981; a specialty 
excavator for logging, The Swamper; and specialty cranes; a 
120/25-US-ton (113/23-metric-ton) polar crane; a 150-US-ton 
(136-metric-ton) turbine crane; the world’s largest tower crane 
at the time, the 1800-C; standard tower cranes, 200 HC and 
88 HC; and overhead cranes, among others.

2005
Reaching new heights 

As the demand for new products continues to grow, in the 
early 2000s, Liebherr expands the range of cranes available 
in the US by establishing new business units and opening new 
Liebherr branches across the United States. These cranes 
are used in a wide range of industries such as wind, energy, 
transportation and construction. Mobile and crawler cranes 
as well as foundation equipment are added during this era.

2004
Concrete Technology  

Liebherr introduces its diverse range of concrete technolo-
gy in the US, including concrete mixing batching plants and 
products to recycle fresh concrete. Placement of concrete 
can also be done with truck-mounted concrete pumps. To-
gether these products are designed for cost effective mixing 
and transportation of concrete. In  addition, Liebherr concrete 
machines have Litronic, an exclusive electronic control sys-
tem that simplifies and streamlines  operation.
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50 years of Liebherr in the USA

1973
A strong year for Liebherr 

During the first full year of production, Liebherr America 
produces 145 excavators. In 1973, 100 machines have 
been sold and an additional 100 are on backorder. The 
demand for products “far exceeds what we anticipated,” 
Ernst Berndl, Liebherr’s president in the US, told a local 
newspaper that year.

1980s
Expanding and growing the market 

Sales of the excavators are handled on a dealer basis. At 
that time, more than 30 dealers are part of the nationwide 
network.

2016
Leveraging capabilites 

In 2016, Liebher reorganizes and consolidates nine of 
its  divisions into a new sales and service company in 
the USA. Liebherr USA, Co. provides sales and service 
on behalf of ten product units: construction equipment, 
 mining, mobile and crawler cranes, tower cranes, concrete 
 technology, maritime cranes, deep foundation equipment, 
components and the domestic appliances division, which 
includes refrigerators and freezers.

2020
Growth and Expansion

Through all these changes, Liebherr has thrived and 
grown past numerous milestones. In 2020, Liebherr will 
complete an expansion in Newport News. The project will 
add 251,000 ft2 (23,319 m2) of facilities – new buildings that 
will house employees working in administration, finance, 
marketing, human resources, sales and service, product 
support, production and distribution for ten product units – 
evidence of Liebherr’s long-term vision and commitment to 
the US market.
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At Conexpo 2020, Liebherr presents the A 922 Rail Litronic, 
which can be operated as a dual purpose machine either 
on the road or on railway tracks. It has an operating weight 
range of 45,000 to 51,600 lb (20,400 to 23,400 kg). Thanks 
to the mobile undercarriage, it is possible to move the ex-
cavator quickly. On either side of the undercarriage, a rail 
travel drive is mounted which brings the tires to rail level. 
With inside wheels on the dual tires, the machine can travel 
on rail tracks. Depending on the application requirements, 
the A 922 Rail can be equipped with a rail guide for normal 
railways and wide broad gauge railways and also with a rail 
guide for narrow gauge railways.

Liebherr railroad excavators are known for strength, speed 
and precision on construction sites. The intelligent structure 
of the upper carriage can handle an extraordinary load on 
and off the tracks. 

The innovative hydraulic concept of the A 922 Rail Litronic 
is comprised of a Liebherr variable double pump with in-
dependent regulating circuits. So, high performing hydraulic 
attachments can be used independently from the work and 
travel movements of the Liebherr two-purpose excavator. 
Thanks to the extraordinary sensitivity of the hydraulic sys-
tem, precise work is possible even at high speed overlap-
ping movements. 

A variety of attachments are available, making the machine 
useful for many different applications. The machine can also 
be used as universal attachment carrier. In order to increase 

productivity, the machine can also be equipped with an op-
tional fully hydraulic Liebherr quick coupling system. 

The combination of hydraulic quick coupler and coupling 
block enables the fast and safe changing of mechanical and 
hydraulic attachments from the cab, which can increase 
efficiency on average by 30%. Perfectly matched compo-
nents enable a machine operation in the range of the lowest 
specific fuel consumption, more efficiency and equal per-
formance. 

Thanks to the service-oriented design of the A 922 Rail, 
maintenance work can be done fast, simple and safely from 
the bottom. This reduces maintenance costs and downtime 
to a minimum. A comprehensive remanufacturing program 
is available to keep the A 922 Rail operating at peak perfor-
mance for years to come.

In track construction, safety is a key requirement. For this 
reason, Liebherr developed numerous machine safety fea-
tures that match the tasks of the machine. These include 
height, slew and load moment limitation as well as electron-
ic emergency actuation. The modern standard operator’s 
cabin with roll over protective structure combine security 
and comfort. A special feature of the double operator’s cab-
in is the integrated second seat, which is obligatory in many 
countries. Furthermore the operator’s cabin offers excellent 
visibility and the working area can be monitored by rear and 
lateral cameras.

A key player in railroad track maintenance
The A 922 Rail Litronic 

Earthmoving

Earthmoving

As top performers in their field of ap-
plication, Liebherr machines are rightly 
expected to meet high expectations in 
terms of performance and economy. 
The specially adapted remanufacture 
program with its reconditioned ex-
change components contributes sig-
nificantly to this. A wide range of profes-
sionally remanufactured  components 
are available for our machines. These 
offer the same performance as new 
parts and are available without delay. 
A simple system makes it easy to re-
turn used components. Through the 
professional reconditioning of these 

 components, we jointly con-
tribute to the conservation 
of resources – a service that 
pays off in the future. 

A positive side effect is that 
by reusing parts, the compo-
nents are cheaper to manu-
facture than new parts and this 
is reflected in the pricing. Per-
formance equivalent to a new 
part, conservation of resources 
and a price advantage – the re-
man program offers a comprehen-
sive service option.

These Generation 8 machines stand out. They have a new, 
completely revised design that increases comfort, safety and 
performance and these improvements allow the machines to 
achieve much higher levels of performance.

The R 938 has an operating weight of approximately 83,780 lb 
(38 metric tons) and 295 hp (220 kW). The bucket capacities 
vary from 2.48 yd3 to 3.92 yd3 (2.3 m3 to 3.6 m3).

Liebherr is celebrating its 50 year presence in the United 
States. To mark this special anniversary, the R 938 on  display 
at Conexpo features a fresh red, white and blue covering 
scheme reminiscent of the stars and stripes of the  American 
flag. This special design includes the Statue of Liberty  – 
an internationally known New York City icon – created by 
 Auguste Bartholdi, a native of Colmar, France.

A cost effective option 

When the R 938 meets America 

Liebherr’s remanufacturing program for earthmoving and  
material  handling machines

Two of Liebherr’s new generation crawler excavators, the R 926 and R 938, are on exhibit at Conexpo. 

Discover more:
www.liebherr.com/reman-emt



Our large XPower wheel loaders represent a historical, tech-
nological milestone. At the heart of the XPower wheel loaders 
is the powersplit travel drive which is a standard feature. It 
combines the optimum hydrostatic drive with the mechanical 
drive for short loading cycles, which is a benefit when the 
machine is working over over long distances. This combina-
tion ensures maximum efficiency and outstanding fuel sav-
ings of up to 30 percent compared to wheel loaders of the 
same size class and with a conventional drive.
 
Numerous machine options are available to meet the re-
quirements of many industry sectors. On most wheel load-
ers, Liebherr customers are able to choose between z-bar 
kinematics and parallel or industrial kinematics according to 
their individual requirements at no extra charge. The z-bar 
kinematics are suitable for conventional wheel loader appli-
cations, for example, in quarrying. The parallel or industrial 
kinematics which are available as an option at no extra cost 
are most suitable for heavy-duty applications.
 
The L 586 XPower, Liebherr’s largest wheel loader, will be a 
featured product at Conexpo. This machine on exhibit is spe-
cifically configured for use in quarrying. With a total weight 
of 71,870 lb (32,600 kg), the wheel loader has a large tipping 
load of 47,620 lb (21,600 kg). It is equipped with a 7.80-yd³ 
(6-m³) rear-loading bucket with undercut blade. 

New joystick steering
Liebherr’s highest priority is ease of operation and maximum 
comfort for the machine operator. For this reason, Liebherr 
has developed new joystick steering for its wheel loader 

models L 526 to L 586 XPower. In wheel loader operations in-
volving many steering maneuvers, the frequent turning of the 
steering wheel can lead to strain over an extended period.
 
The new joystick steering is an innovative steering system 
that is an available option. It allows the machine operator to 
steer comfortably with one hand. In operations involving a 
large number of steering maneuvers, the joystick steering 
requires less effort and allows for more relaxed working, as 
short movements on the ergonomically shaped joystick re-
place the intensive turning of the steering wheel. The left arm 
rests on the comfortable armrest at all times. When changing 
direction, the left hand remains on the joystick because a 
switch on the control element allows the travel direction to 
be changed.
 
Liebherr’s wheel loader joystick steering operates intuitively. 
One reason is that the position of the joystick always corre-
sponds to the current articulation angle of the wheel loader. 
Together with the force feedback on the joystick, the new 
steering system sets the benchmark in terms of ease of op-
eration when compared to conventional joystick steering. 
This makes operation of Liebherr wheel loaders with joystick 
steering safe and comfortable even at high speeds and over 
difficult terrain.

In combination with joystick steering, the operators cab with-
out steering wheel and column is available on models L 566 
XPower to L 586 XPower. In the steering wheel-free version, 
the spacious cab of the XPower wheel loaders offers the ma-
chine operator even more space and an optimized view.

Hands on control with wheel loader  
joystick steering 
From the L 538 to the largest model, the L 586 XPower, Liebherr will be displaying wheel loaders in all the sizes 
available in North America at Conexpo. This will include two large XPower wheel loaders with powersplit driveline 
and new, innovative joystick steering.
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Liebherr machines can mine and process many varieties of 
rock. Crawler excavators in the 154,320- to 264,550-lb (70- 
to 120-metric-ton) range – the R 966, R 970 SME, R 976 
and R 980 SME are designed to face the hardest mining and 
quarrying operations. They have high digging and breakout 
forces and large capacity buckets. To suit all applications, a 
wide range of tools and buckets is available with the  Liebherr 
tooth system. And with a robust, heavier undercarriage, 
these machines will provide long-term power and productiv-
ity on job sites. 

Safety and accessibility were also a focus of their develop-
ment. The left and right anti-slip walkways are galvanized for 
added safety. Maintenance access is wide with an easy-to-
open engine hood, while the windshield and roof window are 
also impact resistant. A variety of ladder options for safe, 
ergonomic access to the cab are also available. 

All the quarrying excavators are available worldwide with 
Liebherr engines that comply with each emission standard 
(NRC, Stage IIIA/Tier3, Stage V/Tier 4f). These engines are 
adapted according to each country to optimize performance 
and fuel savings. Optimized maintenance intervals result in 
less downtime and improved productivity and profitability. 

At the Liebherr booth, the R 976 will feature a HD undercar-
riage, a 28-ft (8.5-m) mono boom and a 15-ft (4.7-m) stick. 
30 in (750 mm) trackpads and a heavy counterweight of 
198,420 lb (16 metric tons) are also mounted on the machine, 
which weighs about 35,270 lb (90 metric tons). 

The XPower concept for large wheel loader range – the L 550 
to L 586 – sets standards when it comes to fuel efficiency, 
performance, durability and comfort. This range of wheel 
loaders are part of Liebherr’s successful XPower generation 
of machines that are specially equipped for use in tough con-
ditions in the extraction process. 

The heart of the XPower wheel loader is its power-split drive-
line, which is standard in these machines. This combines the 
hydrostatic drive, perfect for short loading cycles, with the 
mechanical drive. The advantages are clearly apparent over 
long distances and during ascents. The combination of both 
drive types in one wheel loader ensures maximum efficien-
cy and enormous fuel savings, no matter what the require-
ments. At Conexpo, the L 586 XPower is being displayed 
with a powerful Z-bar linkage and a 7.80-yd³ (6-m³) excava-
tion bucket with bolt-on cutting edge. The wheel loader has a 
tipping load of 47,620 lb (21,600 kg) with an operating weight 
of 71,870 lb (32,600 kg). The L 586 XPower is equipped with 
an efficient 354 hp (260 kW) diesel engine compliant with 
emission stage Tier 4f. 

A range of equipment options is available that enhance the 
performance, reliability and safety of machines that work 
in the demanding environments where encountered in the 
quarrying of raw materials. These include rock and rehan-
dling buckets and special tires for use in quarrying.

Crawler excavators and wheel loaders  
for  quarrying
Liebherr’s product portfolio includes large wheel loaders, crawler and mining excavators for the mining and 
quarrying industries that perform a wide range of tasks efficiently and reliably. At Conexpo, Liebherr is showing 
the L 586 XPower wheel loader and the R 976 crawler excavator. 
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Our range of new assistance systems increase the comfort 
and safety of day-to-day work with wheel loaders by making 
it possible for operators to better concentrate on their work. 
For example, active personnel detection uses automatic 
alerts on the display and audible signals to indicate hazards 
at the rear of the wheel loader. A special feature is that the 
system uses sensors to differentiate between people and ob-
jects. This decreases the risk of serious accidents. 

If a person moves at the rear of the machine, the system 
alerts the operator. For persons in the hazard zone, a warn-
ing is provided at a greater distance than for static objects 
such as walls or columns. This provides the operator a more 
specific warning if a person is in imminent danger. However, 
the system is sophisticated enough to avoid unnecessary 
warning signals, reducing stress for the operator.  

Liebherr developed these assistance systems in-house and 
they are fully integrated in the machine controls. This also 
applies to the new weighing system for wheel loaders. This 
is a control scale that operates automatically and provides 
the machine operator with valuable information on the load-
ing operation. A special feature of the new Liebherr weigh-
ing system is Truck Payload Assist. This innovative system 
supports material handling with a wheel loader in a variety of 
ways: For example, the operator may enter a desired target 
weight on the display.  

From this, the Truck Payload Assist calculates the ideal weight 
per bucket to be loaded and the required number of loading 
operations. The result is more productivity due to consistent, 
accurate and machine-friendly loading of trucks or dumpers. 
Time-consuming but often necessary shaking or re-weighing 
of bulk material in the last bucket is eliminated. 

A new integrated tire pressure monitoring system increases 
the service life of the tires. Tires are among the most ex-
pensive wear parts of a wheel loader. Incorrect tire pressure 
leads to increased wear, fuel consumption and high costs. 
Limitations in terms of stability and deteriorating driving char-
acteristics are further negative effects. That’s why it’s import-
ant to avoid and promptly correct any tire pressure problems.  
The purpose of the integrated tire pressure monitoring sys-
tem is to detect deficiencies at an early stage. With the aid 
of sensors, the system monitors the condition of the tires, 
indicates it on the display and alerts the driver to any po-
tential tire issues. This allows the operator to be proactive 
in correcting tire-related issues like insufficient pressure or 
overheating, which reduces safety risks and avoids high  
follow-up costs. 

Safety and productivity with innovative  
wheel loader assistance systems
At Conexpo 2020, Liebherr presents a comprehensive package of intelligent assistance systems for its wheel 
loaders. This includes our active rear personnel detection, which was awarded the EuroTest Prize 2019 by the 
German professional association of the construction industry (BG Bau) at Bauma 2019. The award recognizes 
outstanding achievements in the areas of technical occupational safety and product safety. 

The active personnel detection at the rear protects  
against accidents with personal injury

The new Liebherr weighing system with Truck Payload Assist  
is a helpful control scale

The R 926, R 930, R 934, R 938 and R 945 crawler excava-
tors are configured for high and less regulated markets with 
related engines. The team of developers at Liebherr-France 
SAS has entirely revised the basic concept behind this series 
in order to further increase the comfort, safety and perfor-
mance and to achieve even better ergonomics in operation. 
The R 926 and the R 938 will be on display at Conexpo in 
stage Tier 4f to showcase two of Liebherr’s new 8th gener-
ation excavators. 

In the 110,230- to 220,460-lb (50- to 100-metric-ton) weight 
class, the R 956 and R 980 SME crawler excavators are also 
designed for every markets. The R 976 in stage Tier 4f, which 
weighs 198,410 lb (90 metric tons), will be on display at Con-
expo to represent this class of machines.

Thanks to the optimized hydraulic system and intelligent 
working functions, the R 976 crawler excavator maximizes 
productivity. They have a comprehensive range of undercar-
riages (fixed or variable width) as well as numerous equip-
ment variants for ensuring maximum productivity, whether 
it’s for earth moving or quarrying operations.

For wheel loaders, Liebherr continues to rely on five proven 
wheel loader models for less regulated markets – the L 524, 
L 538, L 550, L 566 and L 580. Liebherr offers a range of wheel 
loaders with tipping loads from 16,500 to 40,000 lb (7.5 to 
18 metric tons). They are equipped for a wide range of uses. 

From our wheeled excavator range, the new A 916 Litronic, 
A 918 Litronic and A 920 Litronic are specifically designed 
to meet the requirements of low or non-regulated countries 
and China. In the future, a total of three instead of the previ-
ous two machines will meet the different requirements in the 
various markets. In addition to the A 918 (operating weight 
of 41,700 lb / 18.9 metric tons) and A 920 (operating weight 
45,600 lb / 20.7 metric tons),  Liebherr has another machine 
in the 37,500-lb (17-metric-ton) class, the A 916 (operation 
weight 38,100 lb / 17.3 metric tons).

Liebherr developed these new wheeled excavators to be pro-
ductive and efficient in all applications like road, sewer and pipe-
line construction as well as classic earthmoving operations. 

Numerous innovations have been implemented in the new 
machines: The undercarriage with stabilizer blade and 
2-point-outriggers provides safety and stability for fast work 
movements. The automatic digging brake, which ensures 
that the operating brake on wheeled excavators opens 
and closes automatically, provides a comfortable and safe 
 operating experience. The uppercarriage concept of the 
new wheeled excavators is modern and service oriented. A 
powerful, longitudinally mounted four cylinder diesel engine 
is also fuel-efficient and reliable. All daily maintenance points 
are accessible from the ground. The excavator cab has gen-
erous dimensions, an ergonomic design, an individually ad-
justable operator’s seat and excellent visibility.

Earthmoving

Designed specifically for the market
Liebherr earthmoving machines are operating worldwide and tailored specifically to the requirements of  different 
markets – for example, regarding exhaust emission guidelines. For less regulated markets, Liebherr has developed 
its own product line which delivers exceptional productivity, fuel consumption, reliability and comfort.

Earthmoving
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At Kansas City International Airport in 
Missouri, there is just as much activi-
ty on the ground as there is in the sky. 
Genesis Environmental Solutions is 
literally digging in to a project that will 
modernize the region’s air travel.

Clark | Weitz | Clarkson chose Genesis 
to handle preliminary construction ac-
tivities for the $1.6 billion new airport ter-
minal, which replaces the airport’s de-
molished Terminal A, an outdated facility 
that was nearly 50 years old from a by-
gone era of aviation. The work includes 
cutting and capping of water, sewer, 
natural gas and jet fuel lines on the site.

US Engineering | Alexander Mechanical 
also chose Genesis for excavation for 
the new jet fuel lines that will service 
aircraft at the terminal, which will house 
nearly 40 gates, once it’s completed in 
2023. The airport project began in early 
2019 and is expected to engage thou-
sands of workers, according to local 
officials. “It’s a good sized job for us,” 
said Genesis President Shaun Thom-
as, surveying the scene from his work 
truck as aircraft roared overhead. 

“Genesis has successfully performed 
at other airports throughout the Mid-
west,” Thomas said. “It’s usually per-
forming site remediation, bulk jet fuel 
tank integrity inspections and indus-
trial tank coatings and linings, as well 
as jet fuel tank and piping installation 
and removal.” Indeed, a look around 
the site shows a variety of materials to 
be handled – piles of dirt, mounds of 
concrete rubble from the demolished 
terminal, metal rebar and stacks of new 
pipe waiting to be placed underground.

Nearly ten Liebherr construction ma-
chines were simultaneously in use to 
tackle these varied tasks – four R 936 
crawler excavators; an R 914 compact 
crawler excavator; an LR 626 track 
loader; two L 538 wheel loaders and 
an L 546 wheel loader.

With an intuitive, easy to use interface, 
the design of the LR 626’s operator 
controls fits the mantra of “if it ain’t 
broke, don’t fix it,” said Susan Kelley,  
who has 20 years of experience as an 
equipment operator. “Liebherr track 
loaders are extremely smooth with 
powerful hydraulics and the cab is  

extremely comfortable,” the Kansas 
City native continued. “The hydraulics 
are so smooth that it makes our job so 
much easier. We can do it with more 
precision and everybody around us is 
pleased. We can just do our job a lot 
better.” Josh Bilibruck, another equip-
ment operator with Genesis, agreed.

Inside every Liebherr excavator, “the 
cabin is comfortable and roomy,” 
said Bilbruck, who has 16 years as 
an equipment operator. All of the ma-
chines “operate well and they’re built 
pretty tough.” The excavators had most 
recently been put into service to handle 
and place 12” (30.5 cm) pipes that will 
carry jet fuel. 

“After this jet fuel project is done – it’s 
over a mile of pipe out here – then later 
we’ll install the lateral lines to hook up 
each gate with a smaller pipe. Our In-
dustrial Coatings Division is also abra-
sive blasting and repairing the high per-
formance coatings where each length of 
pipe is welded together,” Thomas said.

Genesis will also turn to Liebherr equip-
ment to relocate the unleaded fuel tank 
and dispensing system across the site 
that supports all the airport ground ser-
vice equipment. And once that’s finished, 
the company has been tapped to han-
dle the excavation for the underground 
plumbing for the new terminal building.

In the early fall, “a lot of the work has just 
been handling pipe and a little bit of dig-
ging for the bored sections,” Bilbruck 
said. “Once we get all that pipe in, we’ll 
be doing a lot more open cut digging.”

Genesis is one of several minority and 
women-owned businesses involved in 
the airport project. Established in 2004 
and headquartered in Blue Springs, 
Missouri, Genesis provides a variety 
of services for government and private 
industries, including construction ser-
vices, petroleum and chemical storage 
tank inspection and related services, 
such as environmental remediation, in-
dustrial cleaning, coatings and linings. 
About 20 people from Genesis are 
working on site; overall the company 
employs about 50.

Project in the dirt improving travel in the sky
Genesis Environmental Solutions puts multiple Liebherr machines on the job at Kansas City International Airport

1. Multiple Liebherr crawler excavators work 
together to lay a large section of pipe that is 
part of the new terminal project
2. Moments after finishing a small job, the 
operator of a Liebherr R 936 excavator 
 pauses before moving to the next task
3. An L 546 wheel loader was one of the 
many types of Liebherr equipment on site  
at the Kansas City Airport project
4. An R 936 Compact moves a storage 
container into place using the hook from  
a Craig coupler
5. An R 936 Compact prepares  
to lift a  section of pipe
6. (From left to right.) Lonnie Kinder, Senior 
Sales Representative; Dennis Drummond, 
Branch Support Manager; Rick Bilbruck, 
Foreman; Brian Riner, Foreman; Shaun T ho-
mas, President

“We can just do our job a lot better.”
Susan Kelley
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Material Handling

The handling of scrap metal is one of the toughest applica-
tions in industrial material handling. Whether loading or un-
loading trucks and ships, loading shredder conveyors or sort-
ing different kinds of metal, reliable, high performance and 
economical material handlers are required. Liebherr exceeds 
this challenge by producing extremely robust machines de-
signed for the toughest requirements. Our material handlers 
are also extremely efficient and economical, and many com-
ponents on the machine are designed and manufactured in-
house. Requirements necessary to meet a variety of appli-
cations are already integrated in the development of these 
components, which makes Liebherr material handlers capa-
ble in every work situation. Parts and components such as 
the injection system, hydraulic cylinders and electronics are 
integrated, and this contributes to the machine’s capability 
and efficiency. At Conexpo 2020, Liebherr is showcasing two 
material handlers designed for scrap handling: the LH 30 M 
Industry Litronic and the LH 60 M Industry Litronic.

Redefined performance: The Liebherr LH 30 M 
 Industry Litronic material handler  
The powerful LH 30 M Industry Litronic has an operating weight 
between 58,400 and 64,200 lb (26,500 and 29,100 kg) is ver-
satile and can work at its maximum handling capacity in all ap-
plications. Thanks to the optimally designed engine, which pro-
vides 188 hp (140 kW), high torque is available to the system for 
powerful and fast movements. The separate hydraulic pump 
in the closed slewing circuit only supplies hydraulic fluid to the 
swing mechanism. This allows maximum delivery volume to be 

 always  available for swivelling the uppercarriage, which makes 
fast and overlapping movements possible. A large cooling sys-
tem also guarantees excellent cooling when the machine is 
working at full power, which contributes more uptime. 

Quality in every detail: The Liebherr LH 60 M 
Industry Litronic material handler 
With an operating weight between 121,300 and 134,500  lb 
(55,000 and 61,000 kg), the LH 60 M Industry Litronic is de-
signed for heavy-duty scrap handling. The hydraulic cab ele-
vation, as well as rear and side monitoring systems, give the 
operator an optimal view of the working area at all times. This 
excellent visibility enhances the operator’s feeling of security 
and ensures the machine is handled safely at all times. The 
foldable left arm console, as well as wide, non-slip steps, 
walkways and platforms, ensure easy, comfortable and safe 
entry and ready access to all maintenance points. Equipment 
such as cab protective grid, impact-resistant laminated safe-
ty glass and piston rod protection for cylinders are specially 
developed for tough use in scrap handling and also ensure 
maximum reliability in the toughest conditions.

The right solution for every application: 
Attachments and quick coupling systems
Liebherr offers a broad selection of attachments that increase 
machine productivity. For heavy-duty material handling, spe-
cial multi-tine grapples are available for diverse applications. 
Machines can also be equipped with a Liebherr quick coupling 
system, which increases machine productivity by up to 30%. 

Powerful and efficient:  
Material handlers for scrap handling 

Tower Cranes

The new EC-B series covers a wide range of services – from 
small city to large handling cranes. The maximum load ca-
pacity ranges from 13,200 to 35,200 lb (6 to 16 metric tons) 
and the maximum jib head load capacity ranges from 3,500 
to 6,100 lb (1.6 to 2.8 t) – working at a maximum radius. At 
full jib length, all eight units are among the largest in their 
class. The two largest cranes in the series, the 340 EC-B 12 
and the 370 EC-B 12 Fibre, each have a reach of up to 255 ft 
(78 m).

The new edition of the EC-B cranes features several details 
at the top part of the crane offering advantages for transport 
and assembly. The new EC-B’s compact head, jib and trolley 
are lighter than their predecessors. In addition, the jib is now 
so narrow that three jib sections fit onto a truck bed. Com-
pared with similar Liebherr cranes, even the shortest jib re-
quires one whole transport truck less – and at least two less 
at maximum radius. This saves both time and money. The 
new cranes have also been designed with optimized quick 
assembly connections for jibs and counter-jibs, to make as-
sembly even easier and, above all else, safer.

Size matters: With more than 21.5 ft² (2 m²) of space, the new 
cabin has more room than any EC-B cabin before. Because of 
its larger field of vision, crane operators have a better overview 
of the construction site – a crucial aspect for site safety. As well 
as ergonomically positioned operating elements, crane op-
erators will find a variety of storage options and surfaces. As 
well as this, the new cabin has several power sockets to plug in 
small electrical appliances such as a kettle or radio equipment. 
In addition to the standard 230 V sockets there are also USB 
interfaces to provide power for items such as smartphones. 
Speaking of smartphones: It is also possible to make phone 
calls via a hands-free system using Bluetooth and to play your 
own music.

The sky’s the limit –  
with the new EC-B series
Liebherr’s new EC-B series takes cranes to a whole new level. Particular highlights of the new series are the 
240 EC-B Fibre and 370 EC-B  Fibre cranes. These are equipped with the soLITE high-tensile fibre rope, which 
has been developed over a period of 10 years by Liebherr and the rope manufacturer Teufelberger.
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“I met two guys from the Swedish crane company Binsell 
through playing poker. I told them that I was keen on oper-
ating a tower crane one day… And then one thing led to the 
next. Two days later I met their boss and two weeks  after that I 
was allowed to shadow a team that assembles/ disassembles 
 cranes – and I’ve never looked back. I love being and working 
outside all day. The coolest crane I’ve assembled up to now 
is a brand new 190 HC-L in Uppsala – where old meets new! 
One of Sweden’s oldest church towers is currently being 
 renovated there with the help of the new HC-L.”

Sebastian Ryden (on the left) is 43, comes from near Stock-
holm and has been an assembly engineer at the Swedish 
company Skanska Rental for 15 years, where he has always 
stuck to the motto: Be safe and have fun.

He drives to his jobs in a Ford Raptor that he has worked on 
himself. It’s his pride and joy: A large storage compartment 
(of his own design) built into the load area gives him easy 
access to everything he needs – from an integrated mobile 
charging station and diverse tools to his sledgehammer. 

Liftingheroes, we want you!
Whether you’re a crane operator, service technician, assem-
bly engineer, rigger or construction worker – we’re looking for 
you, Liftinghero! Each and every one of you is a hero/heroine 
of the construction site Without you, lifting loads on the con-
struction sites of this world wouldn’t be possible! 

You can find our promos and channels at  www. liftinghero. com. 
It’s a space to share all Liftinghero stories and it’s where we’ll 
keep you updated with any new promotions. 

Show us your workplace, tell us about your job and be in with 
the chance of receiving an exclusive Liftinghero package – 
just like Sebastian, who quite rightly describes himself as a 
Liftinghero.

From poker playing to crane assembly

Find more Liftingheroes at:
www.liftinghero.com

The new EC-B models also feature innovative ‘fibre’ rope technology. Some of the 
new EC-B models are also available with the soLITE high-tensile fibre rope instead 
of the customary steel rope. For ten years, Liebherr has been working in partner-
ship with the Austrian rope manufacturer Teufelberger to bring this new type of 
rope to market. 

This innovative rope solution offers considerable benefits, which could even be 
regarded as ground-breaking. Compared with cranes which use steel rope, fibre 
cranes can achieve a 20% higher jib head load capacity, and the fibre rope lasts 
four times longer than steel rope with the equivalent amount of usage. As the 
fibre rope only weighs around a fifth of steel rope, reeving the hoist rope is also 
significantly easier in terms of handling. In addition, maintenance is much more 
straightforward as the fibre rope doesn’t need to be lubricated. The fact that dif-
ferent layers of the rope’s outer cover wear down at different rates is also a major 
plus point when it comes to operational safety. The crane operator knows that it is 
time to replace the rope when the red layer underneath the cover becomes visible.

Fibre cranes

The largest fast erecting  
crane in its class 
With a maximum hook height of 215 ft (65.5 m) and a radius of 180 ft (55 m), the 
Liebherr 125 K is currently the largest fast-erecting crane on the market. Despite 
its size, its 10-ft (3.2-m) slewing radius enables it to fit into the smallest spaces 
and Liebherr’s new LiTRAX axle system now allows the crane to be transported 
without a semi-trailer. 

With a load capacity of between 2,800 and 17,600 lb (1,300 to 8,000 kg), the 125 K 
is the ideal choice for civil engineering projects, such as road traffic bridges and 
industrial buildings. The standard model comes with a 97-ft (29.5-m) hook height. 
However, five tower sections can be added to achieve a total hook height of 136 ft 
(41.5 m). The 30° luffed jib position enables the crane to reach an impressive 215 ft 
(65.5 m). 

Despite its size, the 125 K can also be towed as a trailer by a conventional truck 
as well as being transported on a semi-trailer. This has been made possible by the 
new LiTRAX axle system. The modular 50 mph (80 km/h) high-speed axle consists 
of three units which can be assembled using a combination of single or tandem 
axles depending on the type of crane. The axle system is equipped with state-of-
the-art safety technology, such as the responsive electronic brake-assist system, 
which ensures shorter braking times, and the electronic stability control system 
which anticipates tilting and stabilizes the axle using targeted brake intervention. 
The high steering angle also provides a small radius which allows the crane to be 
maneuvered in tight spaces. 
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Deep Foundation Machines

The LB 45 is named after its 332 lb-ft (450 kNm) of nominal torque, offering about 
10% more torque than the powerful LB 36. Both the leaders and the ballast 
weights have a modular build, which enables them to be assembled quickly 
and easily. The boom of the leaders is designed for a variety of drill axles and 
can therefore be used for any kind of application. The LB 45’s drill axle has 
been extended by about 19.5” (500 mm), so the rig can be used to achieve a 
drilling diameter of up to 11 ft (3.3 m). The LB 45 can also achieve a greater drill-
ing depth of up to 328 ft (100 m) using the Kelly method and a 5-part Kelly rod. 
Powerful winches offer top performance with a maximum traction of 46 US-tons 
(42 metric tons). 

The HS 8200 is one of the innovations in the HS series. The design of the duty cycle crawler crane is based on 
its predecessor, the proven HS 895 HD, but boasts an even better performance capacity. The elegant design 
combines safety, performance and economy, as well as a high level of operator comfort. 

Universally applicable, it excels with an elegant design and intuitive as-
sistance systems. Prior to its first public appearance at the Conexpo, a 
number of machines are already successfully working on jobsites: we are 
talking about the new model of the piling and drilling rig LRB 355.

The HS 8200 is the new Liebherr duty cycle crawler crane in 
the 440,925-lb (200-metric-ton) category. Thanks to the newly 
designed drive system, lifting movement efficiency is increased 
by 15%. Load capacities are also increased by up to 15%. 

The new duty cycle crawler crane is the optimum machine 
for extraction work and performs impressively when using 
a dragline bucket or a grab. Like all products in this series, 
the HS 8200 represents all around quality. For deep foun-
dation purposes, the machine can be used for dynamic soil 
compaction, as well as fitted with a casing oscillator or fixed 
leader. When digging a shaft, the winches can even be used 
with the full 78,685-lb (35-metric-ton) line pull in the fourth lay-
er. Thanks to various counterweight options, the duty cycle 
crawler crane also performs excellently in lifting operations. 

The new design allows the maximum transport weight of the 
HS 8200 to be reduced to a mere 103,617 lb (48 metric tons). 
In comparison to the previous model, that means a reduction 
of 30,000 lb (12 metric tons). The rails and walkways on the 
upper carriage, which provide safe access to all service and 
maintenance points at all times, do not have to be dismounted 

during transportation. This facilitates quick transfers between 
jobsites and is a significant economic advantage. 

More safety in an elegant design 
The ground load bearing capacity and monitoring ground 
pressure are essential for the safe operation of a construction 
machine. The ground pressure visualization of the HS 8200 
calculates the current ground pressure of the machine in real 
time and compares it with the specified safety limits of the rel-
evant jobsite. The ground pressure is displayed in the opera-
tor’s cab and the operator is constantly aware of whether the 
machine is situated in, or approaching, a critical area. This 
helps the operator avoid potentially hazardous movements. 

In the cabin, the principal design focus was on operator com-
fort and ease of use. For example, the oil levels of the swing 
drives, as well as the grab and closing winches, can be ob-
served on the operator’s monitor. A modern air conditioning 
system with improved airflow, an optimized field of vision and 
reduced noise emission, as well as an ergonomic operator’s 
seat with integrated heating and cooling ensure a pleasant 
experience. 

Whether drilling with Kelly equipment or full displacement tools, or working with vi-
brators or hydraulic hammers: the new LRB 355.1 offers a multitude of application 
possibilities in deep foundation work.

The overall design of the LRB 355.1 puts special attention on the handling of the 
machine – both on and off the jobsite. For transportation, the crawlers can now be 
removed from both types of undercarriage. This reduces the maximum transport 
weight by about 30,865 lb (14 metric tons). To minimize the transport length the 
leader can be folded. For the longer leader version with 87 ft (27 m) this means a 
saving of 23 ft (7 m). A further advantage is that the machine can be transported 
with a mounted leader, sledge and ropes. Thus, the piling and drilling rig can be 
mobilized even more quickly on the jobsite. 

The core of the piling and drilling rig is a new 1,005 hp (750 kW) Liebherr diesel 
engine that complies with the NRMM exhaust certification Tier 4, Stage V. The 
new BAT 450.1 with a torque of 332 lb-ft (450 kNm) serves as rotary drive and has 
automatic torque regulation, continuous speed optimisation and four electronically 
adjustable speed ranges.

Locking of the Kelly bar’s telescopic sections is made significantly easier with the 
aid of the Kelly visualization system in the LRB 355.1. Thanks to the real-time dis-
play of the Kelly bar’s locking recesses on the cabin monitor, the operator is per-
manently informed of the actual distance to the next locking recess. Color indica-
tions inform when the bar can be locked. Furthermore, false positioning of the Kelly 
bar during the shake-off process is indicated through a warning signal.

The new LB 45  
drilling rig

When it comes to efficiency, choose the HS 8200 

A facelift that convinces even 
beneath the surface
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This 550-US-ton (450-metric-ton), 8-axle mobile crane fea-
tures a powerful 279-ft (85-m) long telescopic boom. It is quick 
and easy to set-up on site and has been designed to deliver 
cost-effective mobility for customers across the globe. It is ca-
pable of travelling on public roads with a 26,500-lb (12-metric- 
ton) axle load along with the entire outrigger system.

The new Liebherr “single-engine concept” is also used on the 
LTM 1450-8.1 which enables the superstructure to be pow-
ered via a mechanical shaft installed in the engine located in 
the undercarriage. The ECOmode programme mode ensures 
the mobile crane can be operated with high efficiency.

The LTC 1050-3.1 offers the kind of mobility usually found 
in traditional all-terrain cranes and its compact design 
also makes it an ideal hoisting unit for use in very confined 
working spaces. This innovative mobile crane has a lifting 
capacity of 50 US-tons (50 metric tons) and has secured 
an excellent position on the market. The VarioBase® variable 
supporting base system is one of the standout features of this 
compact crane which has been designed to be used in indus-
trial buildings and on sites with space restrictions. Other strik-
ing features, such as the heavy-duty jib, hook traverse and the 
cabin, which can be optionally mounted on a telescopic arm, 
all ensure this little powerhouse performs extremely reliably.

The new LTM 1120-4.1 celebrates its world premiere in Las 
Vegas. It’s fitting to introduce this mobile crane in a city that 
celebrates superlatives. This is the strongest 4-axle crane 
on the market. Featuring a 217-ft (66-m) telescopic boom 
the LTM 1120-4.1 has the longest boom in its class and of-
fers extremely high load capacities, especially in steep po-
sitions. This increases flexibility and saves 
on transport costs. With this crane, 
operations are possible where 5-axle 
cranes are usually necessary. Proven 
VarioBase and VarioBallast technol-
ogy, along with the new TraXon  
DynamicPerform oil-cooled multi- 
plate clutch are built in. For 
jobs like installing radio 
masts or tower cranes, the  
LTM  1120-4.1 is the optimal 
choice. This 4-axle crane 
will be available in the 
fourth quarter of 2020.

The impressive LTR  1220 crawler crane boasts 
short set-up times and offers a particularly high 

degree of flexibility when in use. As this crane 
does not need to be supported, it can be 

quickly moved and reused on site. The crawl-
er chassis on this crane gives it excellent 

off-road mobility and manoeuvrability. In 
addition, the entire load can be trans-

ported by the crane. The LTR  1220 
offers a maximum load capacity 

of up to 250 US-tons (220 metric 
tons), making it the perfect tool 

for a variety of tasks. This crane 
provides high load capaci-

ties, short set-up times and 
can come with a number 

of carefully considered 
equipment options.

The LTM 1450-8.1:  
279 ft (85 m) long, yet extremely mobile

A compact and  
flexible powerhouse

There’s nothing  
more on 4: The new 
LTM 1120-4.1

The LTR 1220 tele-
scopic crawler crane

Into the wild: The  
LRT 1100-2.1 Rough-Terrain Crane
As well as excellent performance, the LRT 1100-2.1 was also 
 designed with safety in mind with its ease of use and outstanding off-
road  capabilities. This crane offers superb maneuverability using all-
wheel and crab steering. The extra-wide crane cabin provides greater 
comfort for the crane operator. Clear and intuitive controls also make 
the crane very easy to handle. Liebherr’s own VarioBase® variable 
 supporting base system provides even greater safety benefits, and comes 
fitted as standard in this 100-110-US-ton (100-metric-ton) class crane. VarioBase® 
enables each crane support to be extended to the desired length.

Mobile and Crawler Cranes
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In Harrison County, Ohio, about two hours south of Cleve-
land, Ohio, U.S. 22 is a critical route through a largely rural 
community on the state’s east side near the Ohio-Pennsyl-
vania border. The effects of any closure to the route are felt 
immediately by motorists in the area. 

For example, when a bridge on U.S. 22 needed to be re-
placed, the detour added 30 miles (48 kilometers) to the 
route. It was important that the bridge replacement be per-
formed efficiently and correctly to help get the traffic flowing 
again as soon as possible.

All Erection & Crane Rental provided cranes for the Ohio 
Department of Transportation project to general contractor 
The Ruhlin Company. All Crane sales representative Bernie  
Paridon specified two Liebherr all-terrain cranes for the 
critical work of setting the bridge’s precast: a 550-US-ton  
(450-metric-ton) LTM 1450-8.1 and a 300-US-ton (250-metric- 
ton) LTM 1250-6.1. They were often used simultaneously to 
perform dual picks.

The 461-ft (140-m) bridge was constructed in four sections 
over a creek bed that channels to nearby Piedmont Lake. 
The surrounding terrain consists of steep slopes and heavily 
wooded areas, making the mobility of the cranes integral to 
the success of the project. The cranes worked in a variety 
of configurations. Sometimes they were side-by-side, other 
times across from each other. For setting the middle sec-
tions–those closest to the creek–the LTM 1250-6.1 was set 
up in the actual creek bed while the LTM 1450-8.1 was posi-
tioned on higher ground.

Two of the bridge sections were 90 ft (27 m) long and two 
were 120 ft (36 m) long, with section weights maxing out 
at 132,000 lb (59,900 kg). To set the larger beams, the 
LTM  1450 was configured with 120 ft (37 m) of boom, a  

90-ft (27-m)  maximum radius, and 229,000 lb (103,900 kg) of 
counterweight. The LTM 1250 had 136 ft (41 m) of boom, a 
maximum radius of 63 ft (19 m), and 159,800 lb (72,500 kg) 
of counterweight. 

When the middle sections were set, the LTM 1450 was at the 
top of an embankment with its boom extended to 80 ft (24 m) 
so it could reach out across the creek, while the LTM 1250’s 
boom was extended to 60 ft (18 m) as it reached up from the 
creek bed. 

“We had to move cranes every day because of the variety of 
setups we needed to place the beams,” said Greg Eichler, 
project manager for The Ruhlin Company. “The ease of take-
down and setup of both Liebherrs was advantageous for 
these working conditions.”

The final pick was the most dramatic, as crews employed a 
transfer block so the cranes could make a handoff. To set this 
final section over the creek, the LTM 1250 was positioned 
on the west side where the beams were trucked in, and the 
LTM 1450 was on an abutment on the far side. The LTM 1250 
picked the rear half of the 102,000-lb (46,200-kg) beam and 
swung it over the creek. Simultaneously, the truck backed 
up. The LTM 1250 then set the load on the transfer block as 
the other crane swung in, took the weight, and transferred 
the load in mid-air.

Liebherr cranes are known for easy transport, fast setup 
and lifting power. “The versatility and power of the Liebherrs 
made them a natural fit,” said Paridon. “The bridge location 
doesn’t have the easiest access, and the terrain is multifac-
eted once you get there. With our experienced lift team at the 
helm, these machines were able to move freely about the site 
and accomplish the work smoothly and efficiently.”

Based in Cleveland, the All Family of Companies is the larg-
est privately-owned crane rental and sales organization in 
North America, with 36 branches operating under multiple 
names – All, Central, Dawes, Jeffers and ALT. Established 
in 1964, All Crane offers rental, sales and parts. Their focus 
includes commercial construction, roads and bridges, power 
generation and facility maintenance. The company founders 
are still involved in the company’s core operations.

Bridging the gap
ALL Erection & Crane Rental uses Liebherr mobile cranes for a dual picks during Ohio bridge replacement

“The ease of takedown
and setup of both Liebherrs 
was advantageous for
these working conditions.”
Greg Eichler
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Improved safety,  
more user-friendly –  
The LR 1300.1 SX Crawler Crane
The new generation of the LR 1300.1 SX crawler crane is fitted with innovative 
assistance systems for increased safety and greater ease of handling. It is a 
330-US-ton (300-metric-ton) class crane that can be equipped with a derrick 
boom with additional ballast for heavy-duty lifting. The LR 1300.1 SX no longer 
has a fixed ballast radius, but rather a new floating ballast moved using simple 
hydraulics. 

Supporting the boom’s up-and-down motion 
The crane comes with several assistance systems to aid the operator. Among 
them are the Boom Up-and-Down Aid which senses if the crane is close to 
its tipping point when lifting or offloading, and automatically stops in the event 
of danger. Wind  sensors in the main and luffing jibs calculate the allowable 
wind speed whilst taking into account the crane’s current setup. Another 
assistance system monitors the ground pressure of the LR 1300.1 SX in real 
time, triggering an alert if it reaches the critical range. When in safe mode, 
Liebherr’s Litronic Liebherr’s Litronic crane steering system also regulates 
driving speed once the load has been attached to the hook, while auto-
matically adapting maximum load weights to the barge tilt when being 
used on a barge. 

Safe lifting of personnel
Another special feature of the LR 1300.1 SX is that it is permitted to lift 
personnel. Since the crane already has the EC-type examination certi-
ficate, operators require no additional permission from local authorities.  
Liebherr provides the legally required emergency generator and 
emergency steering system for lifting personnel as a simple plug-
and-play solution.

The new Liebherr 880-US-ton (800-metric-ton) crawler crane boasts outstand-
ing lifting power and cost-effective mobility for customers across the globe. This 
particularly powerful industrial crane has been designed to operate with a luffing 
jib and derrick system, making it ideal for power plant construction and the pet-
rochemical industry. The new LR 1800-1.0 is currently the most powerful crawler 
crane on the market and features a base machine, which is just 10 ft (3 m) wide.

The boom system is completely new: three lattice sections can now be telescoped 
into each other, which reduces the number of units that need to be transported. 
Another feature, which reduces transport costs, is the base machine, which has 
a 9.8-ft (3-m) transport width and a maximum transport weight of 51.4 US-tons 
(46 metric tons).

Crane Planner 2.0 

Planning lifts is an extremely important part of preparing a 
site. This is the point at which you can ensure that the job can 
be completed safely and at low cost. This is also the time to 
analyze the site features and ground conditions and to con-
sider what radii, weights and heights are involved.

Liebherr’s Crane Planner 2.0 – a modern planning software 
package for heavy lifting work – enables the right crane and 
correct equipment for the job at hand to be selected in ad-
vance. The whole thing is packed in a user-friendly interface 
with attractive 3D displays of the crane, load and surrounding 
area, providing the planner with an efficient, convenient tool.

By combining detailed, interactive 3D models with relevant 
planning data based on the load-moment limit of the appro-
priate machine, Crane Planner 2.0 delivers significant added 
value when compared to conventional lift planning using CAD 
applications.

All Liebherr crawler cranes with lifting capacities of up to 
350 US-tons (300 metric tons) and some duty cycle crawler 
cranes of the HS series, which are all manufactured at the 
Liebherr’s Nenzing plant in Germany, are already available 
in Crane Planner 2.0. Lift plans for the mobile and crawler 
cranes from  Liebherr’s Ehingen, Germany plant are created 

on a PC using the  LICCON planner. The LICCON planner has 
developed into an essential tool for satisfying the very highest 
demands, particularly for planning jobs for large cranes with 
innumerable possible configurations and for jobs using the 
VarioBase variable support base. 

This job planner will soon be replaced for the LICCON2 gen-
eration of cranes. The LTM 1750-9.1 will be unveiled for the 
first time in Crane Planner 2.0 at Conexpo. The software will 
be available at Conexpo in the technology pavilion for test-
ing. Crane Planner 2.0 can be purchased using a MyLiebherr 
 account. 

Large LTM cranes that feature a LICCON2 control system will 
be added to the program by the end of the year. However, 
one thing will remain the same – identical crane data in the 
PC and the LICCON control system on the cranes. A range 
of license models and expansion modules are available for 
Crane Planner 2.0 with more to follow in the near future.

Simply powerful:  
LR 1800-1.0

Plan your work and work your plan

Mobile and Crawler Cranes

For additional information, visit: 
www.liebherr.com/craneplanner 
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“Walt The Crane” becomes a social media superstar

Walt is the new big man on campus at Syracuse University.
By any measure, he stands out above the crowd at 580 ft 
(177 m) tall with the ability to move 1,100 US-tons (998 metric 
tons). Even standing next to another well-known entity – the 
Carrier Dome – Walt captures the attention of the entire com-
munity every day.

Walt is the humorous nickname that university students have 
dubbed the Liebherr LR 11000 crawler crane that towers 
above the venerable indoor stadium in Syracuse, New York. 
North Carolina-based Buckner Heavylift Cranes is providing 
the LR 11000 along with a Liebherr LR 1750-2. Both cranes 
are handling the big job of replacing the stadium’s roof.

“The Carrier Dome is the last stadium in North America to 
utilize an inflatable dome,” said Jim Jatho, Buckner’s heavylift 
and rigging planner. “Renovations had been put off for years 
but finally began mid-2019. The inflatable dome will be re-
placed with a compression ring that will support the new 
roof with guyed cables strung above the field. Completion is 
expected to be early 2020.”

Opened in 1980, the dome can accommodate approximately 
49,000 spectators. It’s home to the university’s football, bas-
ketball and lacrosse teams and also serves as the venue for 
the school’s annual graduation ceremonies. Winter weather 
can be harsh and unpredictable and include heavy snowfall 
in upstate New York. The stadium’s existing inflatable roof 
required snow removal and maintenance during heavy snow-
falls in order to keep it aloft. By replacing it with a solid per-
manent roof, officials will no longer need to perform that type 
of maintenance.

The LR 11000 crawler crane has a maximum hoist height of 
728 ft (222 m), a main boom length of 510 ft (155 m), a max-
imum luffing jib length of 374 ft (114 m) and nearly 1 million 
pounds (453,000 kg) of heavylift ballast. All of those massive 
capabilities made it the right choice for the project.

A new landmark  
in Syracuse

Even in the shadow of Walt, the LR 1750-2 is impressive in its 
own right. It has a maximum load capacity of 825 US-tons  
(750 metric tons) and a maximum hoist height of 626 ft (190 m). 
Its compact dimensions mean that it can be transported  
to job sites at lower costs. The LR 11000 and LR 1750-2 are 
two of the 161 cranes that comprise Buckner’s fleet; 106 of 
them are Liebherr cranes.

Buckner’s Liebherr cranes are erecting box trusses for the 
stadium roof’s new compression ring. The new permanent 
roof will have a lifespan that’s twice as long as the former in-
flatable roof. In addition, a host of other renovations, including 
a new air conditioning system, scoreboard, interior lighting 
and Wi-Fi are expected to revitalize the game day experience 

An LR 11000 and an LR 1750-2 are new landmarks on the horizon in Syracuse as they work on the Carrier Dome

for visitors. The roof project should be completed in 2020, 
and the other upgrades to the building, should be completed 
by 2022. Overall, the project will cost about $118 million. 

“In the past, we have been involved in the erection of the 
retractable dome on the Arthur Ashe tennis stadium, which 
also involved an LR 11000 as well as the iris roof of the  
Mercedez-Benz Stadium in Atlanta, so we weren’t in un-
charted territory,” Jatho said. “The exceptionally tight layout 
required threading the needle as we built the main boom and 
luffing jib down an alley between buildings.”

According to an account in the university newspaper, a first 
year university athlete gave the LR 11000 its new name on 
the fly one evening while returning to their dorms. He decided 
to start an Instagram page for the crane and the account, 
@walt.the.crane, drew thousands of followers in just a few 
weeks. The student and regional news reports about the 
crane quickly helped boost Walt’s fame. A senior at Syra-
cuse, a marketing major, contacted the Instagram account 
founder and soon merchandise featuring Walt was avail-
able – T-shirts, hoodies, hats and a smart phone case.

Clyde Preston Buckner started CP Buckner Steel after his 
military discharge following World War II. The company has 

been family owned and operated since 1947. Buckner takes 
pride in being a tight knit company with employees who have 
been a part of the work family for over 20 years. Based in 
Graham, North Carolina, between Greensboro and Raleigh, 
the company employs 205 people and works on projects na-
tionwide.

In early 2018, Buckner shifted its focus to heavylift crane ser-
vices to better serve customers. The company strives to be 
a true stakeholder with every client, becoming the vehicle for 
success in challenging ventures, achieving the goal of pro-
viding safe, efficient and experienced solutions to complex 
and demanding projects.

“ The Carrier Dome is the last 
stadium in North America to 
utilize an inflatable dome.”
Jim Jatho 

“In the past, we have been 
involved in the erection of the 
retractable dome on the Arthur 
Ashe tennis stadium.”
Jim Jatho 

“The exceptionally tight layout 
required threading the  needle 
as we built the main boom 
and luffing jib down an alley 
 between buildings.”
Jim Jatho 
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Rethinking mixing technology

Smooth and powerful: The THS 110 D-K 

To meet the demand for mixing solu-
tions for increasingly complex tasks, 
Liebherr developed two new laboratory 
mixers. The new series places special 
emphasis on transferability from the lab 
to real world applications. The mixers 
allow for high quality results to be re-
produced and can easily be adapted 
for a variety of different tasks.

Ring-pan and twin-shaft mixers
Liebherr-Mischtechnik’s ring-pan mixer 
and twin-shaft mixer are two different 
mixing systems that can accomplish a 
wide range of mixing tasks. Ring-pan 
mixers have optimized rotary swivels 
that can achieve a perfect mixture for 
mixing materials that tend to agglomer-
ate. This makes them especially good 
for finely grained, self-compacting 

high-performance cement and special-
ized cements. Because they move mix-
ing materials in three dimensions, twin-
shaft mixers can achieve a high-quality 
mixture in a short time.

The THS 110 D-K crawler concrete pump features a max-
imum concrete output of 133 yd³/h (102 m³/h). The six- 
cylinder engine complies with Tier 4f emissions standards 
and current environmental regulations.

Smooth running and outstanding suction performance are 
the hallmarks of the powerful THS 110 D-K. An open hydrau-
lic circuit guarantees reduced system maintenance. The so-
phisticated design ensures optimal serviceability: wear parts 
are quickly replaced. The pump housing’s smooth surface 
makes cleaning easy. The concrete hopper’s shape, devoid 
of edges and projections, minimizes the accumulation of 
concrete residue and soiling. An extensive standard  delivery 

scope includes a 132-gallon (500-liter) capacity water tank 
with water pump and a lockable toolbox. In the field, the 
THS 110 D-K can be maneuvered and operated remotely. It 
is ideal for jobs where concrete pumping is regularly relocat-
ed around a building site.

Crawler concrete pumps are typically employed alongside 
drilling equipment for bored piling foundations. The concrete 
hose remains permanently connected to the drilling equip-
ment. Liebherr drilling rigs and crawler concrete pumps can 
communicate with each other via radio. The pumping pro-
cesses can be controlled by the driver of the drilling rig from 
the cab.

On a warm October day, mountains fill 
the horizon under clear blue skies in 
Bozeman, Montana. One of Montana’s 
nicknames is Big Sky Country. This job 
site in the southern part of the state 
certainly lives up to that description.

Traffic cruises smoothly near Interstate 
90 next to a job site in a suburban 
neighborhood filled with businesses. 
The shrill alarm of a concrete mixer 
slowly pulling into the job site pierces 
the hum of the job site. Pump manager 
Tim Emerson steps toward the Liebherr 
41 M5 XXT truck-mounted concrete 
pump, bringing the machine to life.

Alliance Concrete Pumping took de-
livery of the 41 M5 XXT in the spring. 
In about six months, it had already 
pumped 10,000 yd3 (7,645 m3) of con-
crete throughout Montana. That wasn’t 
 including the 70 yd3 (53 m3) needed for 
today’s project – the footing for a new 
building that will house a gymnastics 
 facility.

With the touch of a button on the re-
mote control, Emerson sends fresh 
concrete surging through the boom to 
the far end of the job site and a crew 
of ten spring into action to smooth and 
finish the structure’s foundation.

 Emerson, a Bozeman na-
tive who has been in the 

 industry since 2005 and with Alliance for 
five years, said today’s job is a medium 
sized concrete project for the region. 
But the power, efficiency and precision 
of the 41 M5 XXT makes big concrete 
jobs and work sites feel small. “Every-
thing on it is easy to use. The electronic 
system is awesome. There’s so many 
different ways you can get the job done.”

The 41 M5 XXT has a compact design, 
a 135-ft (40-m) 5-section RZ fold boom 
configuration, a short wheelbase for 
maximum maneuverability and class 
leading vertical and horizontal net 
reach. “The quality and look of Liebherr 
is strong.”

“It’s a big truck but still versatile enough 
to get on the job,” Emerson continues. 
“The XXT outrigger system helps me if 
I’m doing a job in town I can still figure 
out a way to get the truck set up where 
I can do the job even though it is sig-
nificantly bigger.” Liebherr’s patented 
XXT outrigger system provides opera-
tors with unparalleled flexibility on the 
job site thanks to the solid, one piece 
front outriggers that both telescope 
and slew. No other outrigger system of-
fers the same amount of safety, stability 
and almost unlimited number of set-up 
configurations.

A reputation for reliability and quality led 
Alliance to choose to add the 41 M5 XXT 

to its existing fleet of three other pumps. 
The Liebherr quickly became a valuable 
asset. That’s because in the concrete 
world, “sometimes work starts at 2 a.m. 
or 3 a.m., and pouring goes nonstop 
 until the job is done,” said Emerson, who 
first saw Liebherr concrete pumps at the 
last World of Concrete show.

“I really like the outriggers and the versa-
tility of the boom,” Emerson said. “If I had 
brought a 118-ft (36-m) boom to this job, 
I’d have had to set up twice,” he said. That 
would result in ten people standing idle 
each time the truck is being repositioned. 
“The extra reach really helped out.”

As Tim carefully cleans the truck, the 
hum of the machines and chatter of 
the crew is replaced by the more mut-
ed hum of highway traffic, he speaks 
of his appreciation for  Liebherr’s cus-
tomer service. “The customer service is 
awesome. I know I can call my product 
specialist at Liebherr anytime if I have a 
problem,” Emerson says. “He’s always 
gotten right back to me.”

Emerson says the pump truck will be 
back in action at the same site next 
week to pour the new building’s walls. 
But on this day, in just about an hour, 
the job is done. Emerson puts the truck 
in gear and hits the road to return to 
the shop.

Concrete pumping in Big Sky Country
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The new  
generation of  
LPI gearboxes
The LPI series is the latest addition to 
Liebherr’s range of planetary gearbox-
es. lt consists of seven basic gearbox-
es, from the LPI 600 to the LPI 1200, 
and covers a dynamic range of torque 
from 177,000 lbf in – 2,964,999 lbf in 
(20,000 Nm – 335,000 Nm) in. Their re-
duced complexity means that they can 
easily be configured for any application. 
This makes the series ideal for use in 
lifting (e.g. rope winches) and driving 
applications, or as a drive for undercar-
riages and crawler vehicles. Designed 
for use in both stationary and mobile 
applications, the planetary gearbox-
es boast high power density, minimal 
weight and reduced installation space. 
New materials and manufacturing tech-
nology allow 20% higher output torque 
levels to be produced than with previ-
ous planetary gearboxes.

Liebherr is forging closer partnerships 
with reputable OEMs and engine man-
ufacturers, adding new upgrades 
to its diesel and gas engine range. 
One of the latest additions is the 
6-cylinder D976 in-line engine 
delivering 469 to 843 hp (350 to 
620 kW) of power and 1,098 in³ (18 l) 
capacity. The engine is ideally suited 
for C&I markets as well as agricultur-
al  technology. It is currently Liebherr’s 
biggest and most powerful in-line en-
gine. The peak torque is an impressive 
32.305 lb (3,650  Nm) at 1,500 rpm 
(1,500 1/min).

Liebherr Components is upgrading its range of seamless slewing bearings up to 
31 ft (9.5 m). This enables us to serve new markets, especially in maritime appli-
cations and bulk handling equipment. For the production of these super-sized 
seamless slewing bearings, Liebherr has recently installed new machinery. Com-
pared to segmented slewing bearings, the seamless designs are more light-
weight, require less construction space and are easier to install. They are used in 
equipment that conveys and rotates enormous loads – everything from maritime 
cranes, mooring systems, bucket wheel excavators to industrial applications. 

Should an application require a slewing bearing larger than 31 ft (9.5 m),  Liebherr 
 Components is able to provide a segmented design up to 98.4 ft (30 m) in  diameter. 

Upgraded 
 engine range

Supersize me: Upgrade for  
the slewing bearing portfolio 

Liebherr launched series 20 of the LH3OVO axial piston 
pump in the nominal sizes 28, 45 and 85 ccm with a nom-
inal pressure of 4,061 psi (280 bar) and a maximum pres-
sure of up to 4,641 psi (320 bar). It is now easier to fit the 
pump to power take-offs and the enhanced modular control 
kit maximizes the pump’s applicability. The series 20 of the 

 medium pressure pumps features a highly flexible through-
drive concept even when the pump has already been fitted. 
Its suction speed limits of up to 3,300 rpm (3,300 1/min) and 
its through-drive capabilities of up to 130% ensure that this 
robust pump can be used in a variety of applications.

Medium pressure pump LH30VO

Components
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Close proximity: nothing more, nothing less

Mr. Schilling, Liebherr Compo-
nents has been represented in the 
USA since 2012. What are your 
objectives here?
A. Schilling: We have been serving our 
North American customers in the me-
chanical, hydraulic and electric drive 
and control technology sectors for 
eight years from our Saline site in Mich-
igan. We also provide sales support to 
the Liebherr site in Monterrey, Mexico 
and help to offer our components to 
various industries in the USA. 

Which sectors do you deal in?
A. Schilling: For our customers in the 
wind industry, for example, we supply 
bearings and slewing rings as well as 
gearboxes and electric motors to pow-
er wind turbines. However, we also 
furnish parts for cranes of all kinds, as 
well as earthmoving and construction 
machinery, support customers in the 
mining industry as well as in agriculture 
and forestry. In addition, Liebherr com-
ponents are used in the maritime ap-
plications and in automotive and traffic 
engineering. In other words:  Liebherr 

components are specially designed 
and tailored for the individual require-
ments of different applications, be it a 
mobile or industrial one. 

What do you see as the 
 advantages of an on-site  
presence in the USA?
A. Schilling: “Local for locals” is the 
core principle of our customer-oriented 
approach. We want to be the central 
point of contact for our North American 
customers. We combine our corporate 
philosophy and engineering experience 

Liebherr Components brings large-scale technology to life with tailor-made components. Andreas Schilling, 
Divisional Director of the Liebherr Components Division in the USA, talks about engineering and customer ser-
vice, about listening and understanding skills as a success formula for sophisticated machine solutions.

with local sales expertise. Speaking the 
same language, sharing the same cul-
tural background and values combined 
with close proximity to the customer 
have proven to be real assets for the 
customer on a day-to-day basis.

Could you give an example of this?
A. Schilling: In North America, it is com-
mon for sales and engineering to act 
more or less independently as separate 
entities. To put it bluntly, sales and mar-
keting professionals drum up the busi-
ness. In the second step, technicians 
deal with the actual implementation for 
the customer. We are pursuing a more 
effective and efficient approach. Our 
sales engineers not only handle sales, 
but also bring engineering and applica-
tion expertise to the table, where they 
deliver best practice solutions direct-
ly to the customer. This also makes it 
possible to consider technical feasi-
bility aspects in engineering and pro-
duction. This is a clear technical added 
value for the customer. 

Viewed from the outside, the 
drivetrain seems to be a simple 
affair that requires clear physical 
and-mechanical requirements. 
What else is there to advise 
about?
A. Schilling: The principle of “one for all” 
does not work in modern mechanical 
engineering. Equipment is much more 
than the sum of its parts. For the gear-
box of a fire ladder, which extends up to 
196 ft (60 m), the specific requirements 
are not the same as for a small mobile 
crane in horticulture. In addition, each 
manufacturer also follows its own oper-
ating instructions. Our experience and 

components can provide valuable sup-
port for the design of their gearbox to fit 
the specific application. There are often 
surprising potentials to capitalize on.

 

For example?
A. Schilling: We once went to a cus-
tomer in Texas who wanted to opti-
mize a drive unit of one of his facilities. 
A German construction manager from 
Liebherr Components in Biberach also 
took part in the visit. When analyzing 
the existing transmission, he noticed 
that the bearing’s raceway was not per-
fect. Correcting it allowed us to achieve 
a 60 percent higher bearing capacity in 
one go. A stroke of engineering genius 
and the customer was delighted.

How far does the consulting and 
support approach go beyond such 
detailed technical solutions?
A. Schilling: We like to maintain com-
prehensive customer relationships and 
are able to go all the way, from the first 
to the last mile. That is how to get the 
best and most efficient results, and be-
cause working together to get the job 
done is also a lot more fun. This refers 
to the whole spectrum of activities  – 
from advice on purchasing, customs 
clearance and logistics to installation, 

as well as maintenance, repair and ad-
aptation to later development. Being 
a one-stop shop is one of our trade-
marks  – a comprehensive carefree 
package for our customers.

What does this mean for the 
personal customer-supplier 
 relationship?
A. Schilling: Intelligent, durable technol-
ogy is more than the physical result of 
mechanics, electronics and a few algo-
rithms. It is always a people business, 
where communicating on equal terms 
and with each other is key. This is the 
only way to gain the trust that is indis-
pensable in order to build confidence 
in a technical solution on which the 
customer and its employees will build 
their future. This means that we must 
understand our customers, their needs 
as well as the respective regional pecu-
liarities. Listening is just as important as 
technological and procedural manufac-
turing expertise. Behind this is a reali-
zation that the Roman author Publilius 
Syrus in the first century BC accurately 
summed up in his Sentences: “When 
we are interested in others, they take 
interest in us.”  

“ Liebherr components are  specially 
 designed and tailored for the individual 
 requirements of different applications,  
be it a mobile or industrial one.”
Andreas Schilling 

“ We like to maintain comprehensive 
 customer relationships and are able to go 
all the way, from the first to the last mile.”
Andreas Schilling 
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Hans Liebherr established the company that bears his name in 1949. Since then, it has grown into a Group of 
more than 130 companies on all continents, employing about 48,000 people at the latest count. In 2019, the  
Liebherr Group achieved a total consolidated turnover of more than 11 billion euros.

The Group’s holding company, Liebherr-International AG is 
based in Bulle (Switzerland), and is wholly owned by mem-
bers of the Liebherr family. The Liebherr Group’s corporate  
culture has been determined from its earliest days by its family  
ownership. For more than 70 years, Liebherr has demonstrat-
ed what this means in terms of stability and  trustworthiness, 

and has strived for a close, long-term relationship with its 
customers and business associates. 

Liebherr shapes technological progress and aims to retain its 
position at the leading edge of future technology. All its activ-
ities have top quality as their central element. This principle is  

upheld by all the Group’s employees in their day-to-day work. 
Liebherr’s products are the outcome of its passion and ded-
ication: tailor made solutions that take the customer’s needs 
and wishes wherever possible as their starting point. Today, 
Liebherr is not only among the world’s largest manufacturers 
of construction machinery, but is an acknowledged suppli-
er of technically advanced, user-oriented products and ser-
vices in many other fields of activity as well. 

In addition to components and systems in the mechanical, 
hydraulic and electrical driveline and control areas, they in-
clude maritime cargo handling, machine tools and automa-
tion systems, aerospace equipment, equipment for the rail 
industry, domestic appliances and hotels.
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The importance and the power of people 

When Conexpo ends, the work will 
begin for Mike Brooks. Brooks is a 
 Conexpo veteran, having attended 
and participated in every show during 
his three decades with Liebherr. This 
year, he will have a lead role in closing 
down the show. He’ll be working on the 
disassembly and shipping of the many 
construction machines on display. 
Brooks has experience with the full 
range of construction equipment and 
excavators are his specialty.

Throughout his 30 years with  Liebherr, 
Brooks, a district product support 
representative with the Liebherr USA, 
Co. construction equipment division, 
has sought to give back to the people, 
company and community he’s called 
home for so long. Longtime employees 
like him who reflect on their experience 

with the company are often passionate 
and he’s no exception. 

“There is never a typical day. It’s a 
great thing,” said Brooks. “Through my 
job with Liebherr, I’ve traveled most of 
the US and to all of Liebherr’s Europe-
an factories. You don’t know Liebherr 

until you’ve seen at least one of the 
factories  – it’s pretty cool.” Liebherr’s 
machines and technologies are among 
the best in the world. They’re built with 
decades of in-house development 

 expertise by people who are passion-
ate and enthusiastic about innovation 
and quality. “The training I’ve received 
has been top notch. I’ve tried to con-
tinually increase the knowledge in the 
products that are available to us. I’ve 
had amazing opportunities to see all 
the different aspects of the industry.”

As part of his daily responsibilities that 
are not connected to Conexpo, Brooks 
focuses on and is involved with the as-
sembly and handover of machines to 
customers. He also provides equipment 

An incredible ride

One Passion. Many Opportunities.
For 70 years, the Liebherr name has 
stood for innovative products and ser-
vices, and there is one thing that unites 
us above all else: a passion for tech-
nology. We are always on the lookout 
for talented people who will contribute 
their expertise and enthusiasm to the 
Liebherr Group in many different fields.

Apply now at 
www.liebherr.com/career

Mike Brooks in 1994 with mentor and former Liebherr employee Lew Batchelor

operator orientations and  collaborates 
with technicians to diagnose and re-
solve any machine operation issues. “I 
also assist with training, and of course 
I travel throughout my territory to main-
tain relationships with service manag-
ers, parts managers and dealers.” 

Through the last 70 years worldwide and 
for 50 years in the US, Liebherr built its 
corporate culture on long-term relation-
ships between customers, employees 
and business partners. Our employees 
are empowered with the freedom to act 
to create solutions that exceed custom-
er expectations. This atmosphere of 
trust has facilitated  Liebherr’s continual 
growth and success.

Both people and product knowledge 
are required for success as a product 
support representative. “A huge part of 
working at Liebherr is working with and 
meeting people  related to the industry. 
I’ve worked with some incredible guys. 

I currently support dealers in Pennsyl-
vania, North Carolina, South Carolina, 
Tennessee, Ohio and West Virginia. It’s 

a very satisfying aspect to be able to 
work with younger people who are will-
ing to learn and want to learn more.” 

Brooks previously covered a territory 
that extended from South Carolina to 
Maine, and later the West Coast, un-
til growth in business made it neces-
sary to reduce his geographic area of 
responsibility. In the last 30 years, the 
construction division has focused on 
growing its and dealer network, which 
now covers nearly 100% of the US.

Looking ahead, Brooks said he is excit-
ed to get more hands on with the new 
Generation 8 excavators, which will be 
featured at Conexpo. The  technology 
and design of Liebherr’s newest ex-
cavators makes the machines more 
user and operator friendly. But he add-
ed, even the most advanced products 
still require a human touch for design, 
building, operation and maintenance.

For people who are interested in a ca-
reer like his, Brooks said in addition to 
knowledge about electronics, mechan-
ical and hydraulic systems, “You have 
to be able to get along with people.” 
Good communication skills and a calm 
demeanor under pressure when solv-
ing customer issues are also essential. 
At its heart, “this industry is a people 
industry. And there’s lots of travel. You 
definitely have to have the passion for 
travel, which is way cool in my opinion. 
It’s been amazing to help people learn 
the trade. The travel and the people are 
fantastic. I just turned 60 years old and 
it’s been an incredible ride.”

“ There is never a typical day.  
It’s a great thing.”
Mike Brooks

“ At its heart, this industry is  
a people industry.”
Mike Brooks
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Aerospace
Liebherr takes off with Boeing’s Dreamliner

Liebherr-Aerospace delivers the Nose Wheel Steering Re-
mote Electronic Unit (REU) for Boeing’s 787 Dreamliner. One 
REU is installed per aircraft. It provides closed loop control 
of the nose wheel steering angular position. The REU re-
sponds to commanded steering angles by providing outputs 
to a solenoid valve and servo valve that control the supply of 
hydraulic fluid to the steering actuators. The contract marks 
an important milestone in Liebherr’s stand-alone electronics 
strategy to bring the modular technology of ultra-versatile re-
mote electronic units to the skies.

Transport Systems
Celsineo re-invents trailer refrigeration 

Celsineo, the new cooperative venture between Liebherr and 
Krone for the development, sales and service of cooling units 
for temperature-controlled road transport, hits the market. 
The partnership combines the cooling expertise of Liebherr 
with Krone’s many years of experience in the manufacture 
and marketing of refrigerated semi-trailers. The innovative 
cooling unit increases flexibility and efficiency through a 
modular design. 

Gear  Cutting 
Technology and 
 Automation  Systems
Nǐ hǎo to gear-cutting in China  

Liebherr-Verzahntechnik opens a pro-
duction site for gear hobbing and gear 
grinding machines in Yangchuan, Chi-
na. With this opening, Liebherr empha-
sizes its objective of being close to its 
customers and creating direct added 
value. China is one of the most import-
ant markets for top-quality gear cutting 
machines and automation systems.

© 2019 The LEGO Group
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Mining Equipment
A LEGO tribute to the R 9800 

The LEGO® Technic™ Liebherr R 9800 
excavator captures the fascination with 
Liebherr machines and ignites the joy 
for engineering. The 4,108-piece model 
of one of the biggest excavators in the 
world comes with an array of true-to-
life features and functions. Users can 
control the model entirely via a smart 
device, reproducing the operations 
and applications of its original Liebherr 
counterpart. The special partnership 
between the two companies is crowned 
with a joint marketing campaign on 
the LEGO Technic and  Liebherr social 
 media channels.

Domestic Appliances
A showroom for the Magic City

Liebherr opens its first custom-designed showroom in Miami, 
its North American headquarters. In collaboration with design 
firm Birka, the 1,200-square-foot (112 m2) appliance show-
room is a display of Liebherr’s 70 years of excellence. Each of 
the showroom’s design elements is carefully crafted to repre-
sent components of the Liebherr enterprise – from uniquely 
engineered solutions to construction elements – creating a 
place where people can feel and touch the  Liebherr values 
and heritage. The innovative space also serves as a training 
area for interior designers and sales associates and as an 
entertainment space.

Maritime Cranes
TCC crane premiers in Rostock  

Liebherr installs one of the world’s 
most powerful rail-mounted heavy- 
duty cranes at the Rostock Overseas 
Port in Germany. At 538 ft. (164 m) 
high and with lifting capacities of up to 
1,764 US tons (1,600 metric tons), the 
TCC  – traveling cargo crane – signifi-
cantly enhances the regional maritime 
infrastructure. One of the TCC’s first 
jobs: loading the HLC 295000 – the 
most powerful crane Liebherr has ever 
built – onto Orion, an offshore wind en-
ergy installation vessel.
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